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The pre- HISToRy of MASKED Ko CK 
When we think of masks today, it's likely that the first thing to come to our minds is the Western 

notion of masks as a way of concealing identity, a form of deceit where you can be "unmasked" and your plot 
foiled! Or perhaps you might think of theater, where masks are part of an actor's tools that he/she combines 
with his/her acting abilities to portray a character. It's easy to put all contemporary masked performances into 
these categories, but historically, especially in non Western countries, masks have traditions much deeper than 
these. 

In many African countries, masks and the traditions and ceremonies associated with them have 
served many functions, and are a large facet of community life. Rather than just being dressed up in costumes, ~ 
the masked participant becomes a personification of ancestor spirits or principles. Masks are "spirit helpers". 
In the Indian cultural sphere masks are used to perform medicine. Ceylonese masks represent demons of 
sickness and by making the illness visible and manipulatable, a patient can be cured. And it works! 

Many masks developed in Central America, Asia and elsewhere were death-masks. Some of these ee ; > 
also honored ancestors, but many were "trophy heads" made to represent people you'd conquered or killed, RIE a, #1 Greek theater mask 
similar to shrunken heads or scalps, but a lot less messy | guess. , "a no 

Regarding recorded and unearthed ancient and not-quite-ancient, (but still a long time ago) masked § | 4 : 
traditions, many were relatable to the theater of today, but not as secular. Festivals of Egyptian deities mg 
featured myths performed in masks. In India, mythical dramas had actors paint their faces with strict ° 
iconography, each color and shape acting as specific symbols. In the Far East, masks tied in with Buddha's 
teachings about multiplicity, and religious pantomimes were performed in masks in a style of theater (and 
masks) called N6. In ancient Greece, the cult of Dionyses threw wild-assed masked dances. 

From the Sth century onwards, these Greek masked shindigs existed side by side with the often 
secular masked theater performances, with their expressive open mouthed masks. In the Far East, in the 17th 
century alongside the feudal aristocratic religious N6, emerged the more societal, historical, love story telling 
Kabuki theater. The makeup they wore is usually accepted as the designs KISS based their makeup on. 
Another whitefaced predecessor: to modern makeupped music was the Chinese opera. 

These formal theaters existed alongside "pagan" rituals, that usually developed into festivals, : 
involving masks and costumes. Christianity didn't really dig this. In 494 Pope Gelasius suspended Lupercalia, ah 
a fertility festival dedicated to the god Faunus. Often popes and religious leaders were more successful taking BRM Sa. ae 
the “If You Can't Beat ‘em, Join ‘em" route. One of the most popular festivals, Samhain, a Celtic festival a =* Bauttam 
developed about 2000 years ago by the druids, to honor their god of the dead. This Festival, in which skins of 
animals were worn as masks and costumes, was celebrated every year on October 31st. The populace wouldn't 
stop doing it, so in the 800's the church conveniently declared November Ist All Saints Day, where the All 
Hallows Mass was delivered, and on All Hallow's Eve partying was acceptable. Halloween is still seen as 
pagan (or Satanic) by many religious groups, and actually the religious climate in this country forced early 
Celtic settlers to suppress their traditional practices, but in the 1800s they gave in to their legacy. [Probably 
more masked rockers got their first taste of the power of the mask on Halloween then anywhere else.) In 
Europe, by the way, the anti-Pagan measures weren't too successful and in the 13th century The Feast of Fools, 
Ass Feast and other pagan mask processions reestablished themselves. Of course, Carnaval in Brazil and 
Mardi Gras in New Orleans, while related to Lent, employ elements of pagan mask festivals. 

Christianity even discredited the mask in legitimate theater and abolished Greek style masked plays. 
But eventually, in the middle ages, the Mystery Plays would require a personification of evil (the Devil), so the 
old mask ideas were dragged out of the mothballs. From that point on, though, even when carnival/festival 
type masking and ancient ritual masking might be referred to in theater, it was drastically reduced to a formal 
element. 

Even offstage, the mask became a "theater" prop. In the 16th-18th centuries the mask became a 
fashionable accouterment in European court society. The Sun King even wore one. In Venice, when the hoi 
polloi wanted to walk amongst the people of the city, they would wear the birdlike bautta mask so they would 1 
not suffer the indignity of coming in contact with common people on an equal level. The mask set them An elaborate death and lite themed costume 

above, and made it clear that their identity was none of the common peoples business. with a giant puppet aciach 
So the place masks haold in society has developed in this order. Faith>Superstition>Theater. While 

masks originally held very specific powers and meanings, as they became a more ritual, vague part of festivals 
and traditions those meanings were blurred, and now masks are just something one wears for show, or for 
anonymity. Not to discredit the power of wearing a mask for show: when one puts on an ugly mask it's an act 
of liberation from the norms and standards of society and is very empowering. When the Europeans started 
going nuts over African masks, which they found exotic and somewhat surrealistically grotesque (though they 
are usually based on what Africans consider a classically beautiful face-even the animal masks)Picasso and 
other artists appropriated freely, attributing all kinds of powers to them-powers of escape and powers to 
differentiate things from the "civilized" world. 

And what does all this have to do with masked Rock and Roll? Well, just this: By looking at the history of 
masks, we can look with educated eyes at our fave masked musicians. Perhaps the performances we see go 
beyond modern mask conceptions. Sure a huge part of KISS was their mystery, but when they took off their 
makeup they certainly seem to have lost more powers than just their air of mystery. They really were 
channeling some kind of powerful ancient force, and people saw that. Their popularity was unlike any other 
pop stars’ before or after. Certainly the makeup that the Norwegian Black Metal groups wear means more to 
them than theater- -they kill and destroy for their music and their subculture. Perhaps they are one with their 
Viking ancestors. The anonymity of The Residents 1s about that group being a community rather than 
individuals. That's certainly a non westem concept. And the whole drunken, wild rock club scene is already 
closer to a Dionyses cult than to a Greek play, putting masks on the performers can only bring us closer to our 
pagan past. Perhaps I'm stretching things, I mean sure, most of these bands just want attention, or to play 
superhero. But I think there's something more. Read on, learn about the lives and acts of these different 

performers, and make your own conclusions. 
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ieee Many contemporary Black musicians wear masks and makeup 
made inspired by African tradition (L.-R.) Nigeria's Fela, Art Ensemble of 
for Chicago (one of a few groups of experimental Jazz musicians who 

Toronto_..__ use this iconography), Screaming Jay Hawkins' makeup (worn in 
Below: A commemorative rite for the ‘bina... -y’American Grafitti) and his trademark bone in his nose, are sadly moi 
deceased. The marks are of devotions to : : 

e orisha (Yoruba deity) Oko. 
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Putting on the Mask to do Work In the World combining African and 
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I've been asked to give you guys a general run down of the tradition of marking in the African Diaspora - no small task. As usual, | decided 
) COp an attitude an be trés diva in my description. Since | know you're not in the mood to read a dissertation on the subject (since I'm not in 
1e mood to write one) | decided to tantalize you with an entertaining account of what in my mind makes a mask a mask. 

Masks are the things of magic and conjure. Throughout the Black Atlantic (Africa , Caribbean, USA, South America -- basically anywhere 
ordering the Atlantic where Africans were taken as slaves) mask making and wearing can be something as complex as your son pretending to 
e your grandfather to make your great great grandfather happy (Yoruba land, Nigeria), to a little rolling around in the mud on the eve of 
‘amaval to slip out into the festivities like a new born babe from its mother’s womb (Trinidad). Sometimes your face doesn't even need to be 
overed, just the rest of your body with strips of fabric (Major Joncs in Rara Bands, Haiti), or millions of feathers (Black indians, New Orleans). 
asking, whether for a festival, Camaval, or ritual is all about showing what cannot be seen and using that vibe to make things happen. So lets 
heck out some fundamentals of masking, according to me, and then some of the major masking traditions around the ol’ Atlantic, shall we? 

Material -- | know for most of us a good slimy batch of paper maché and a jar of Vaseline comes to mind when we think about what makes a 
ask (or maybe even newspaper and masking tape - there's that word again!), but the stuff in the mask is just as important as how the mask 
0ks, sometimes more. Some masks are carved of wood (don't forget to ask the tree spirits permission before you chop it down), others 
oven of plant fibers or furs, molded from wire mesh, beaded or feathered. Some are elaborate head sacks with all sorts of powerful things 
angin’ off of them, like mirrors, herbs, packets of magic powders and writings. Masks can even be carved paper head gear shaped like 
interns or ships with space to put a candle to light your way (or your head on fire if you don't know what you're doing). Others are simple but 
laborate mud and paint jobs. But groove on this: the material of the mask has to match the task at hand, otherwise your shit won't work. If 
ou step to a problem with a balsa wood face mask and what the forces want to see is a beautiful mahogany and cloth head mask, some how | 
1ink you will not be successful. Also, even in our paper maché fantasy faces, if the right herbs are mixed into the batter, the shit will work, but 
1 that case, colors are of the utmost importance. 

Colors -- Colors, colors, colors , yes even in our overdeveloped society colors are still of the utmost importance when presenting yourself 
yr the adoring public. In masking traditions, colors often help balance out the power that your are invoking to protect you, the masquerader, 
om the extreme power that you are pulling out of the parallel universe. For instance, if the color of death is white in your society and you're 
ying to talk death out of taking someone a little too early for their families liking, you probably want to have some red face paint to make sure 
eath knows where you belong. Also, certain spirits love certain colors, and you always want to make them happy by letting them know that 
1eir comfort is of the utmost importance to you - customer service is everything. During Carnaval or festivals, you also need to let the human 
udience know what you're about, so the color thing becomes all that more important. For example in Bahia, Brazil, two Yoruba warriorfunter 
pirits Oxossi and Ogun (who have this cool scratch-my-back-and-I'll-scratch-yours relationship) are often seen together and wear close to 
re same clothes, but their colors are different. Red - Ogun, Green - Oxossi. Which gets us to the next point ... 

Costume & Position -- Every good mask, be it for the profane event of Camaval or a serious conjure session to rid a market place of bad 
ibes requires a slammin' costume. You gonna jump bad, you have to look fierce. The costume that accompanies the mask often is “working’ 
s well as the mask. A costume of strips of fabric is made to fan the crowd with good magic when the masquerader spins and swirls (Jamaica, 
oruba land, Bermuda, Cuba ...). Maybe the costume needs to change the masker altogether, so extra fabric is sewn in to make it is to make a 
niracle" -- was a man, now's a woman (Gelede, Nigeria)! The mask could be worn on top of the head to make you look taller and the costume 
sed to cover up the human inside. Wearing stilts and covering yourself in raffia (dried palm grass) is another technique of fanning and 
jiracles. Basically, the clothes unmakes the (hu)man and gives the mask that certain je ne sais quoi that will get the peoples and spirits 
ttention. 

Movement -- Once in your masking outfit you reaily have to make it ail come together. Take your cue from little Sally Walker -- find a 
aucer (circle of people), sit (as in "situate") and let your back bone slip! Yes, wipe those eyes, rise and shake your hips ‘cause what you do 
alls the story of what you got on. Ease on down the road, get on the good foot and take the village/hood on a fantastic voyage to bring 
armony, clear out haints and party on down! So if you're workin the Pitchy Patchy look of stripped fabric, you know you got swirl and spin; 
affia looks best when you jump up and stop stock still on the landing; mirrors dig lots of pivots with lights; doing the face paint thing then you 
ot to go the contortion route. Got a lot of stuff pile on your head, like a paper boat or a house? The crazy legs is a must so people will not 
elieve that you didn't drop it! 

Tools -- Now, we're lookin' fierce, got the magic thang goin’ on and the grooves to prove it BUT what you gonna do with your hands and 
1outh? Odd questions | know, but there's nothing more booyah than a mouthless mask talking to you while it waves something over your 
ead. Weapons of the wonders, words that work and worldly weapons can add that revolutionary touch to any mask. Magic phrases and 
ticks are a favorite of mind. If I've lost you imagine a Battle of the Bands between Grambling and Jackson State. Now, is it not too fierce 
then the drum majors strut out in their tails and big-ass hats, with that silver stick tucked under their arms, little tassels hangin out like they 
onna have problems with their jacket later on when all of a sudden -- BAM they start shouting some crazy stuff and spinnin’ that stick, openin' 
1e field for the rest of the band to come tearin' out like a horde rhythm marauders leavin the crowd screamin on their feet and makin the 
Jajorettes have to switch just that much more?! That is a complete mas' siti’ashun! If that was say a village/hood gathering and a lot of back 
tabbin' had been goin' on about a certain issue, with the power of the spirits and the fact you are not you when you got on your masking gear, 
ou can bring the fight out into the open and make people deal by speaking and using a tool to represent the problem. So you see, a mask can 
2veal as well as conceal on many levels. 

| hope you got a little taste of the wonders of masking in the Black Atlantic. Want to know a lot more (‘cause | left out a lot) check out the 
ook Caribbean Festival Arts: each and every bit of difference by John Nunley and Judith Betteleheim . Great pictures, a few good articles, 
ut mainly great pictures. If you live in NYC, Chicago, Oakland, Toronto, San Francisco, London, Rio, Salvador or any Caribbean Island you 
an go and find an organization to make Carnaval with and learn oh so much more! Peace and Time -- Anna Scott 



BLACKFACE by Najuma Stewart 

From the 1840s well into the twentieth century, one of the most popular and 
beloved forms of American entertainment was the blackfaced minstrel show. White 
performers blackened their faces with bumt cork, drew wide, grotesque lips, and 
performed songs and dances allegedly mimicking behavior observed on slave 
plantations. 

Numerous scholars have speculated about the functions that these "Jim 
Crow," "Jim Dandy” and "Zip Coon" minstrel figures served for white audiences and 
performers. On one hand, these characters allowed whites to act out repressed 
physicality and sensuality by representing natural and wild Black "others." At the 
same time, blackfaced characters codified the comical, animalistic attributes assigned 
to actual Blacks in American society. The politics of representation are even more ; 

complicated when thinking about the numerous Black entertainers who wore blackface great selection of new and used 

in order to appeal to white audiences. 
The blackfaced minstrel tradition was often used in musical films, exploiting 

its wide popularity. Most notable, of course, is Al Jolson's rendition of "Mammy" in 
The Jazz Singer (1927), the first official "talkie." Just about every major musical film 

star through the 1940s — from Shirley Temple to Fred Astaire, Bob Hope and Bing 

Crosby to Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland -- appeared at some time singing and 

dancing in blackface. Even the inclusion of African Americans in the cast (i.e. Paul 

Robeson's legendary performance of "Old Man River" in Showboat [1936]) did not 

necessarily preclude offensive blackface minstrel numbers in the same film. 

Long considered to be one of the aia 
easiest costumes/masks to apply and 
simplest characters to play, the blackfaced 
"coon" figure represents one of American — 
popular culture's most disturbing instances 
of racial misrepresentation. Actor Ted 
Danson's recent public appearance in 
blackface, and Whoopie Goldberg's 
defense of his “act,” demonstrate that the 
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_ masked wrestler, Tiger Mask, is one of their major multimedia pop culture 
_ figures) "A lot of the symbolism is cultural having to do with their celebration @) 
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most famous masked wrestler of all time, Santo, would appear. Santo (whose 

-wore Mexican masks. 
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Though carnival style wrestling, with "work" (acting) and } 
predetermined endings probably goes back to the 1880's in the US, Lucha 
Libre, the Mexican equivalent.began about 1932, and from it's inception 
masks were a part of it. 

Halcyon Negro was one of the first and about twenty years later th 

son carries on his tradition) wrestled for decades, and made countless films 
where he portrayed himself as a superhero and secret agent. He was buried 
wearing his mask. In the 40's American wrestlers like The Masked Mauler 
would appear, but no masked gringo grappler could ever hope to attain the 
fame and following the great masked Mexicans enjoyed. 

Mike Lano, who promotes Mexican Wrestling in this country for the 
AAA spoke to us about some of the meanings behind the masks. “For 
Mexican Lucha Libre there's a lot of symbolism, currently a lot of it has to do 
with reverence to animals, as it does in Japan" (where their most famous 

of the dead.” Wrestlers like Mascares Sacrades (Sacred Mask), Skeletor and 
La Parka base their designs on calavares, skeleton characters associated with 
Dia Del Muerte, the Day of the Dead. "There's also a lot of Catholocism 
involved, with Santo and Blue Demon, the yin and the yang." Lano continued. 

"You know the Hispanic culture is very macho. That's why a low 
blow is one of the worst things you can do to a guy, hit him in his cajones 
(balls), the center of his masculinity. Well you don't take this guys mask off, 
destroy it or rip it, because you're destroying or emasculating this guy. It's not 
like in this country where you pull it off and his identity is revealed, the whole 
gimmick is over with. There if the mask comes off (by mistake) in the match 
you can put the mask back on. If they have a Mask versus Mask it's agreed 
the loser takes his mask off. It's the end of his career. If one of the wrestlers 
wrestles unmasked already there are Mask vs. Hair matches, where the 4 
unmasked wrestler has his head shaved if he loses." aA 

| LONTAR Because they look so incredible, many Rock and Rollers have oe ¢ Ee 
performed in Mexican wrestling masks. While the photo of a masked ic ; 
Mexican garage band from the cover of the "Blue Demons Mexican Rock 
Roll Favorites" compilation LP is probably a fake, when punk exploded in the 
US in the late 70's real live bands began to don the masks. When the Cramps O SING ye 
performed their psychobilly cover of "The Crusher", singer Lux Interior 
inacurately (The Crusher was an unmasked gringo) wore a mask. 

Lots of punk and hardcore bands, Naked Lady Wrestlers and The 
Serial Killers for example, had one or more members appear masked. The 
most famous of these would be the contemporary punk combo The Dwarves, 
whose masked member He Who Cannot Be Named played often wearing 
nothing else but the mask. He recently faked his own death. One of garage 
legend Doug Sahm(Sir Douglas Quintet)'s projects, The Texas Mavericks, 

Recently the band Southern Culture On The Skids, whose 
guitarist/singer Rick grew up watching Santo movies on Spanish language TV 
in LA, released an EP record called "Santo! Sings." When they perform one 
of the tunes off it, "Viva Del Santo", after working the audience into a frenzy 
to summon Santo they have someone in a mask portray the legend and lead 
the crowd in reciting the song's title. But don't think Mexican wrestling masks 
influence on masked Rock and Roll is a one way street. Lano tells us that 
there is now a masked Mexican tag team called KISS whose masks have the 
KISS makeup designs sewn on. VIVA KISS!!! 

Sa Music by j SOUTHE 



"Thank You Mask Man" 
by John Battles 

A Halloween memory, which Jake asked me to share with you 
happened to me in ‘92... 

I was putting my costume together and getting ready for the 
main (re: ONLY) holiday happening: The Ramones at the Aragon 
Ballroom . . . Now I'd had less than favorable memories of the place 
(folding chairs the army would have rejected, Chicago Bear front line 
bouncers, overpriced tickets, etc.), but it does have a helluva history, as 
one man said, "There's a lot of rock and roll ghosts in this place" Indeed 
there were, the likes of the Stooges, MC5, Blue Cheer, New York Dolls, 
Dictators, Alice Cooper, and of course the Ramones in their first 
incarnation, had haunted these halls before. 

But while we're considering the spiritual realm, on this All- 
Saints’ Eve, I had planned to make the spooky scene in the guise of El 
Santo, the beyond-legendary Mexican wrestling hero who went on to 
become a larger than life symbol of the power of good over evil, and 
remains so, years after leaving his body. It's easy for people in the states 
to underestimate his importance in modern culture in Mexico's eyes. 
Santo is revered as more than the "superhero" persona he incorporated 
into his movies, he was believed to have been sent by God as a messenger 
of hope, a champion of the oppressed, hence "The Saint." 

Many of you may already know that it's nigh on impossible to 
find a Lucha Libre mask in the states that's larger than "kid"-sized (ask 
Rick Miller from Southern Culture on the Skids), so I had to put my 
inept sewing skills to work and make a mask of my own -- I couldn't find 
any material that closely resembled Santo's trademark silver mask, so I 
had to settle for a pearlescent light blue metallic curtain material I found, 
coincidentally, at a Mexican Street Fair. I actually had a cape much like 
one of the silver metal flake jobs Santo often wore in the movies (an 
acquisition from an ex-girlfriend, trust me, she made out better than I 
did), and being as Santo often fought crime in (otherwise) his street 
clothes, the remainder of the costume was a snap. 

Now, I've caught a lot of shit on Halloween in the past on the El 
(train) and in the street (I know, "Po' Lightnin'") even though lots of 
people still make the rounds in full costume on October 31st in Chicago. 
But it was going to be too big a hassle to put on my rickety, hand-stitched 
mask in a poorly lit, crowded men's room, so I headed out to the show in 
full Santo Regalia. Yeah, I caught some flack about it, but I figured I'd be 
met with a lot of tolerance from my fellow Ramoniacs, no doubt largely 
decked out in all manner of freakish splendor . .. Boy was I wrong! I 
counted about three costumes in the whole joint (the pinhead makes four). 

I saw one guy dressed as a “rasta” in full blackface (which, by 
the way, is tllegal to wear publicly in Texas, but I guess we live in a zone 
more prone to condone racial impersonations. Now before you go there, 
Santo, like SANTA, could have been of indeterminable ethnicity -- 
behind the mask -- to the kids). But, as awkward it was to be almost the 
only guy in costume at a Halloween show, I wasn't going to cop out from 
nervousness .. . 

Santo is synonymous with Rock 
and Roll, the Ramones understand the 
wrestling spirit as did The Dictators (Dee 
Dee even had an extra wearing a Santo mask 
in his "Funky Man" video) and I felt less out 
of place than the umpteen gazillion Social 
Distortion shirt-wearers there should've. 

Eventually, five jock ass mother 
fuckers just HAD to give me the shit, and I 
had to try to maintain my cool. Yes, the real 
Santo could have taken the four of them, plus 
ten mummies and a Frankenstein monster on 
his lunch break, but I'm no fighter. I quit 

subscribing to grade school values in grade 
school. 

Eventually when I'd had my fill, I 
offered them this much: It's Halloween, i¢ 
you don't like it, you don't have to look at it. 
Well, to the no-neck boys, these were fighting 
words, after all how are they going to prove 
to themselves that they had cocks if the five 
of them didn't create an excuse to start a fight 
with one of me. But, just then, three guys 
standing in front of me, who tumed out to be 
from Mexico, tumed around and looked at 
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me, and they just lit up, beaming in recognition. The one in the middle 
looked at me and said, “My God... You're SANTO!" I said, "Yes! ] 
am! But really my name's John, how are you?" 

As I saw the jocks start to immediately clear out, no doubt 
muttering something along the lines of, "Uh-Oh, that dude's making 
friends with some spics, let's get out of here," showing their true colors as 
the cowards they were, tho granted the guys from Mexico weren't looking 
to fight any more than I was. 

One of them went on to tell me he'd been living in the States for 
two years and that I was the first (American) who understood about 
Mexican culture, and about Santo, that he'd met. | said, "Well, you'd be 
surprised, Santo and Lucha Libre in general has more fans now among 
Anglos than you may realize. 

"But," he said, "You went out of your way to honor Santo! It 
makes me proud that an American would do all that. . . you're my 
brother. man." 

Honest to God, he looked like he could have started crying nght 
there . . . 1 was probably as moved by that as he was by my dressing as 
Santo. The rest of the shit I'd been through, it didn't matter. 

I got through to someone, beyond any possible expectations, 
and reinforced their faith somewhat, AND narrowly escaped getting my 
natural white ass beat. Santo was looking out for me, perhaps the legend 
is true. 

-- para mi trés Hermanos 
-- and my friend, Mr. Santana, in Mexico City, for giving me a 

REAL Santo mask this year. 
vr | 
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On February 17, 1936 Lee Falk debuted 
his comic strip The Phantom, launching 
not only one of the longest running strips 
ever (he still writes it!), but also 
unsuspectingly revolutionizing masked 
band imagery and rock n‘ rol! band 
naming forever! 
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Rock'n'Roll is a mysterious thing. Take for example the strange case of Marty (aka Jerry) Lott, better known as the PHANTOM! Bit by the Rock'n'Roll bug, 
young Marty came tearin' outta Texas in the late ‘50's, flipped out bigtime by Elvis' go-cat Sun sound and big big dreams of hot cash, cool cars and girls, girls, 
girls. Our boy Marty was no staid 50's crooner; shavin' his head, growin' a wicked goatee, playin’ rock'n'roll shows in Communist China and flirtin' with East 
Indian princesses was all in a davs work for this real gone cat. Along about 1958 M the studio, scratchin' hi recorded "schlock ballad", ‘Whisper & arty was in the s n‘ his head for a flipside to his just 

Your Love’. Callin' on whatever 
mystic deities hot-wired the wildest 
boppin brainstorms into the 
noggins of Little Richard and Jerry 
Lee, Marty's ten minute trance- 
channelin’ excursion into Bop 
Valhalla resulted in the blazin', all- 
time atomic skull buster, one of the 
five wildest 45s ever, the ultra- 
amazin’ "Love Me"!!! It's hard to 
try to define the mystic allure of 
this song in mere words, but if you 
try to imagine an Elvis Sun 45 goin' 
at 78 RPMs while a crazed 
wildman hollers testosterone- 
injected words makin’ it crystal 
clear that he's just GOTTA have 
sexxx with every girl in the world 
startin’ RIGHT NOW, you might 
get some iota of an idea of how 
flat-out WILD this record is. 
Forget 2 Live Crew, THIS is the 
dirtiest record ever made, without 
even one bad word in it! 
Unsurpnisingly, Marty had a hard 
time findin' a record label with 
balls enough to unleash this 
monster on an unsuspectin' world, 
until an in-church close encounter 
with white-bucked pop crooner Pat 
Boone resulted in the tune's 1960 
release on Dot records. For 
whatever unfathomable reason, the 
icon of bland 'SOs pop dug Marty's 
maulings enough to not only get 
him signed to Dot, but to give 
Marty-boy the MASK and 
christen/create the mind-boggling 
mystique of the PHANTOM! Ugh! 
Well, the record failed to create 
much chart-bustin' action in the 
daze of Frankie Avalon and the 
greasy pop croon teen scene and 
was pretty much forgotten until the 
Cramps ventured a toned down 
(2!!) cover version which originally 
appeared on the flip of their "Drug 
Train" 45 in 1980. Marty 
continued to play and live the 
hipster highlife, culminatin' with 
him drunkenly pilotin' his car right 
off a cliff back in ‘66. Now 
paralyzed from the neck down, The 
PHANTOM lives in a room with 
all his old Rock'n'Roll equipment at 

, clippings from his 
astonishing career on the walls, and 
the names of dozens of girls 
(“leftovers from the parties years 
ago", sez Marty) spraypainted on 
the ceiling in blacklight paint. [t's 
too bad that we'll never get to see 
Marty Lott rockin’ live on stage, 

but at least the music of the 
PHANTOM is out there, runnin’ 
wild in the world, firin' up hot-rock 
diggin’ swingers with the all outta 
control heathen sounds of real live 
Rock'n'Roll and causin' startled 
squares to wonder, "Who was that 
masked man??!!" Like I said, 
Rock'n'Roll is a very mystenous 
thing. 
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Here are two other early Phantom acts... 

One of the earliest 
masked bands (some 
say the first masked 
Rock and Roll band) was 
The Phantoms, from 
Los Angeles. They were 
the house band at the El 
Monte Legion Stadium 
and recorded for 
Original Sound Records. 
If you're familiar with 
California 50's guitar 
rock and/or if you read 
Dick Dale's descriptions 
in Roctober #8 of the 
teen clubs and theaters 

he played at, you can 
imagine how wella 
gimmick like this would 
go over when coupled 
with good, rockin" tunes. 

Bobby Rey, later one of 
Kim Fowley's Hollywood 
Argyles was one of the 
Phantoms. 

This following group predates the 
Phantom comic by 10 years... 

The Phantom Serenaders 

by Les Diveley 

In 1926, three high school buddies 
bought an old “opera house" in 
northern Indiana and created this 
phantom logo for their ads. 
Although silent movies were 
beginning to catch on, you 
couldn't make enough money in 
those years with Cinema alone. So 
the boys created a band named the 
"Phantom Serenaders." The 
band played background mood 
music during silent films. 
Afterwards, the theater seats were 
removed to create a dance floor 
and another crowd would arrive 
and pay their 35 cents for a late 
night of dancing. The boys 
invested their savings—money 

~ ‘meant for college--into the movie | 
and dance venture. Their business 

, opera house one night and it 
| burned to the ground. All was 
lost--they’d spent their money for 

| advertising featuring this logo 
instead of buying fire insurance! 
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of monsters, and if you're a ~ If you're a pre-teen you're supposed to be scared a 

me teen you're supposed to be scared of Rock and Roll. So it's only natural 
that the two should form an unnatural union! Some of the greatest masked, 
makeupped and costumed Rock acts have been horror-themed. In fact one 
band in the 70's, known as Monsters, and alternately, with a bigger lineup, as 

i Ni d just each dressed as a Guitar Wolf, the Children of the Night, cut out the middle man and j : 7 
: ee eader of the Japanes different famous movie monster. (Each monster took tums singing, an Lyncanthrobilty te 

example of a liner note: "Chantilly Lace-vocal: Dracula") Some bands took of the same name, Ji—iniE 

the monster movie theme more generally, and some just let the monsters sometimes AMA 
within out on stage. As the audiences scream is it out of idol Performs “=i 
worship or sheer terror? Look upon these acts here-if you dare- | | : ina metallic Y 
and decide for yourself! a! 
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UNGLASSES* NIGHT 
Without a doubt, the most popular method of concealment in the world 
of rockin’ is the humble set of sunglasses. Many a hepster would sooner 
be caught dead than shadeless. 

Wee 

Phil Spector 

In his smash pseudo-bio blockbuster Purple Rain, 
Prince as The Kid' performs the song "Computer 
Blue” masked. 

My Favorite Masked Rock 
and Roll Movie 

by The Millionaire 

Brian DePalma's masterpiece The Phantom of the Gumnaam a Hindi musical, features an extra-catchy and 

Paradise: a combo of ‘Faust’, ‘Phantom of the Opera’ very rockin song called "Joan Pechaan Ho" with a driving 

and ‘Picture of Donan Gray’ told thru the world of beat, mariachi style horns and a way out histrionic vocal 

Glam. In it Paul Williams, as an evil club owner/Rock by Mr. Mohammed Rafi. This all takes place utithe 

guru steals compositions from a genius who "Prince Club" where crowds of young people indulge in 

subsequently is framed and sent to jail where his teeth all sorts of kooky, kicky koreography and get this...they're 

are pulled outinan experiment and who, after all wearing black Phantom masks!! The singer of the 

escaping, has his face stuck in a record press. He band 1s a dapper gent in a white suit and a John 

becomes a Steel toothed, hawk masked Phantom who Waters/Little Richard type mustache. At one point you 

can only talk thru electronic means that make him can get a brtef glimpse of the drum head, which reads- et 

sound like Kraftwerk. Very KISShike makeup on this-"Ted Lewis and his Cops"! [ think this is my all 

some characters and very GWARIike audience time favorite masked music groups, even if it is only ina 

pent te aha aici 
massacning. Truly visionary 

Also, don't miss Urgh!-A Music War, a film featuring a seemingly endless 

unrelated stream of concert footage of tons of bands, including Roctober faves 

i Joan Jett, Dead Kennedys and Klaus Nomi. The fantastic masked sequence, 

= however, is by Invisible Sex, an army of New Wavers dressed head to toe in 

| what looks like white cotton radiation suits, with all the singers pantomumuneg 

v solos on paper guitars 
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PS After the British invasion hit 

ie. the states in 1964 there were 
a handful of American frat 
bands attempting to get a 
piece of it all. The “You 
Know Who" Group, “The 
Boys with that Great English 
Sound" released an album 
wearing ugly masks 1n a 
lighthearted attempt to con 
people into thinking they 

| were some big-deal big beat 
\ group from across the ocean. 
7. The liner notes let us know 

they were serious about this 
music thing, as “at least ten 
hours of work went into each 
tune.” The notes also told us 
"As for our capes and 
masks...well we decided that 
we wanted to be different and 
this was a good way of doing 
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radio, noone knew his racial identity, Paes afraid our bosses 
and he intended to keep it that way. wouldn't like the idea of 
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appearances he wore his hair in a employing Rock and Rol 

slicked back. poofed out pompadour, singers. Our jobs were 1:A 
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Howled the Wolfman "People know buyer 3:Engineer 4: Soldier. 

I had make up on, but they didnt So the masks were not to hide 

know what the hell I was underneath our faces from the 

ata meee public...but our governors 
makeup. 

ile : 

When we were ready to 

{ > Merriam Linna (whose unmask the agents, booker, 

Arth experience with Norto record com and other 

ee of Arthur Brown wore A-Bones & The C sundry employees scream 
ramps y great makeup (check out his ie her top notch No!! We would really love 

rial the left), but was more saps by | SS : to be unmasked. Can you 
— aed the helmet/mask he answering "Chubby Ss ae — SE. please help us?" I guess the 

en he performed his Checker.” In case you pepe tear neg public decided they were 
1966 smash hit "Fire" think she's out of her bird Dont worry Mey=tnot really Ke Kiux ("I am the it te naming Dick Clark's Klan. Lads from Germany so they! beyond help. 

Hellfire and I ; Rochester’ as a Garage Punk, check this sar bs ah pe ob; _ ; 

bring med to Miss Holland he vacati-ned in h me ae ep Pe Tee BS) 
ou/Fi There he cut a side w; 1a her native land. +) , ~ Aa y ire/[ne ne nee nee @ side with that country's greatest masked \ a 
neee)")It made his head Lape "I : heel fot ect Lite i 4 | x Ria to be aflame. Believe it..or aa F the stellar walle of Chub amuck! x y 

ever again has a Rai (% hit wonder givenae”» Qaeee : g ct given as ET t prdch ; 
_ © wonder about"? NN WE oe 

' | } A © 
} 

ry o 9 z Vad k 
Rh ERY peel H 
Pah haek Pay, ck “a 

; YS Susi 
. ; te ee 

\ A RO Pa 
me, 7 y i | . h 

‘ 

He i a o z 

A a) i / \ 7. ! BC >be Rs : : Se : Lan a e Z oh Bee. 

on <a eg “3 In 1966 Spain's Los Bravos recorded "Black Is 

ia 1 \ —am Black", sounding like a 60's punk band working out on 

a Motown riff while the lead singer does a nghteous 
There's an episode of the “Gidget” tv. show where G. & her Gere Pitney imitation. Soon after the above photo 
friends audition for a local t.v. show as a squeaky clean folk was snapped, the organ player died in a car crash an d 
roup. Peer pressures i ji "wa 

out" fos chery. Gebwanee they ai fpr ae a management milked his death for all it was worth by 

in all black, black wigs with white greasepainted faces and replacing him with some guy in a mask, running 

pear gots Fd a the all fake Gidget and the Gories, = Contests around the country where suckers had to 

A ee ee guess who he was. This whole mess caused a second 
Vampira-ish makeover (The Anti-Nun?). The group should 
have been a sensation, but alas, the sponsor ended up pining © member-a dear friend of the deceased-to commit 
for the squeaky clean whitebread Sandpipers wannabes. suicide. 



Say, Ron, 

Im from 
RCA Victor. Ja 

NY new line up.): 

ra Forget 
about the lil OV 

contract. 
Alf you have 
todo 15 change 
thé bands name to 

XS 

\cartt veliete it, Our A 

; [ popularity was growing, 

leona My...my future with local 

Lim gonna be 
a Movie Star. 

A 

te 
og — Ean | 

1 1} 

a 

&now he's starren in 
my movies. Guys got 
charisma comin’ ovt 
his €ars,or my name 
aint Ray Dennis 
Steckler! 

a fool. To trust in you. 24 

comes to interview Xx I cried with miserydQ I stand 
mmeé for his magazine, ALONE, I stand ALone. fy what 

This is a job For 
you Know, & who! 

The docfor has him on 
anti-depressants, He plays 

his old $0n9s, & recorded 
almost 2 dozen acoustic 
demos. & hes heiping his 

friend do radio hero 
research, Im 
lad he’s visiting, 

oP I Know a girl called 

Crazy Suzy. Has no Steady 
cuz she’s so choosy. She's 
invited to everywhere. She 
wont go Cuz she dont care. 

Crazy Su27, 

My favorite film mag you edited 
was “6 Million Dollar Man”, in — S, 
74, & this years King Kono" 4 
that fea... Ron? Hey, Stop. You ge? ge 

got a plane to catch. = 

Qololins EN ; 
keep on Creepin 
An Mme, 

isnt secure any- /- ; 
potas y “8 for “Famous Monsters |S Be 

FS getting Ron nowhere. 
: when's he gonna get 

Boy, that guy Brookfield, Tiiinois, USA,, 1956 

m Can rock like 
heck! And 

you look just 

THAT AINT EVEN 
THE HALF oF IT! 

THE TRUE STORY o¢ RON HAYDOcK 

by 
Joe Chiappetta 

adapted from research by Miriam Linna 

Sorry Ron, 
We al ; 
ike the records, 

YOU guysI The Ist 
le+5 [fone only 
Cut aq | took an 

hour to 
drecord. 

Ron is 
such a 
hunk, 

Le 
AA “a {oy 

* (ms Hf “ahi 

Larry, this is top secret; 
A new monster magazine 
is startin up! 2 I'm gonna 
be the editor, Meet me at 

the coffee Shop 

A year in California & 
I'm the one payin the 
bills. Editing a column 

‘Jgot the 
back covers 

figured out. 
: I+ttibe a 

monster Pinup “quaranteed nda | 

a 

Ce a etre 
As superhero, he's tops. But in real 
life... his MAGzines printer burned 
down, So his @ditor job is over, His 

wife disapproves of his movie & 
music ob5e9510N. And, he 

cant stand livin with 
a wamar whos nov 

in show biz, Theyr 

gettin divorced. 
Man! This 1% Sood 

\{mMy dress is 
purple, 50 the 

aliens can Find mefax’’ 

My plah worked, Bringing 
Zephyr here gets Ron out of 
his Catatonic state. Maybe 
hell wanna write more comics 

for “Creepy” tohelp pay for 

rent, like he did 
last month, 

© ¢& 

SS) I SLO EM YL Yo e : 

a SRW , y. "“Tnvasion 

Zs “ f of +he Body 

// 
New York, 1968 

Snatchers” 

This even tops 
the Weissmuetier/ 
TARZAN 

interview we Fan 

in last months 
tic 

like him, Ron. 

y THAT DOES - 
W iT, AL! We're 
Starting our. 

A own band. 
a eh ma al 

Just my luck, 
Theres none of 
the girls ian 

I'd wanta® Pe 

-eDeAAn 

Lonely, rejected, 
& outcast with 
nowhere to go. 

Thig is 

the Wolfmans 

dilemma... 
a dilemma that 
we all may 
encounter at 
Some Point tn 
our ever 

changing 
lives. 

The next ones gonna be “The 

SEX-A-REENOS? Yeah, it’s more 
porn, but i+5 also gonna be 
the greatest Rock & Roll 

Tim secretly 
recording our 

e) conversation. 
0 Some 

of this 
sy / audio 

may be 
usable 
in the 

movie, 

f yy Oe i / 

, e 
4 > Ow i 

{ /- Fhe 

“se , 

i+ if 
"s Bae yee 

- at 4g 

fd te 
‘s r 

5 fey 
\ ? 

s 
a t 

rae road 



qoct© NEVER MIND THE 
zy PRESENTS: 

When | started to write this article, somebody told me that the Banana 
Splits got short shrift in a book on cartoon kings Hanna-Barbera (or as an old friend 
of mine once put it when we were kids watching SB ee eee mimy house, 
‘howcum all these cartoons were made by Hanna Banana?’) . Yeah, leberry 
Hound deserves all the props he gets, but ya gotta pause for the Banana Spits. 

didn’t grow up on the Big Beat (or, at least, a different big beat than what all post- 
50's generations were used to). So, before MTV, shows like the ones the Monkees, 
the Archies, and the Banana Splits had were probably the only times (maybe more, 
but let me get on with the story) rock and teevee seemed comfortable with each 
other. 

The Banana Splits ran for two seasons on NBC, making its’ debut in 
September 1968 and remaining a part of the Saturday moming lineup until 
September 1970. The industry was hip to the fact that pre-packaged groups could 
make a lot of money. it was even better if they were fictitious characters—that way 
they wouldnt rock the boat, or go “progressive” on you, like the Monkees. After a 
short-lived fling with their own label (HBR Records-—soundtracks and children’s 
records were bread and butter, but they leased, from contacts in Texas, some 
fine soul and garage-punk, including a single or two from the Thirteenth Floor 
Elevators), Hanna-Barbera's second big attempt at rock & roll was with the Splits. 
The Jetsons and the Flintstones notwithstanding, H-B's biggest stars, lke their 
Warmer Bros. “Looney Tunes” predecessors, were talking animals. With the 
exception of one member, the Spits were no different. Group leader Fleegie was 
the drooling dog (that wasn't no red tie you saw him wear—-that was his tongue) 
and gutarist who dominated each show with his harsh voice and high-pitched Joe 
Tex giggle (hoo hoo hoo!”). Drooper was the cooicat lion with the shiny Vox 
guitar. was the grinning monkey beating his way through the world on 
drums. Snorky was the confused-looking elephant on the Farfisa organ (like the 
Rascals, Doors, and countless soul-jazz organ combos of the era, he must have 
compensated for the lack of a bassist by working overtime on the organ’s bass 
keys). “onions the +-B stable of extroverted animats, Snorky was the non- 

ing “exception” alluded to a few lines back. Like 
the Rolling Stones’ Charlie Watts, he was the “silent” 
member who'd honk his trunk every now & then. (The 
Splits’ part of the show was not animated, instead 
featuring live actors dressed as animals, thus their 
“masked R&R" connection.) Their hour-long show 
had them fooling around in their clubhouse and 
introducing different segments ranging from the 

hthearted cartoons of Atom Ant and Squidd 
right on down to the adventure seriats 

Arabian Knights"(zzzzz), “Gulliver’s 
Travets’(wake me when we get to the end!), and - 
“Micro-Ventures"(hey guys, love that pseudo- 
psychedelic spiral logo!). One of the most fondly 
remembered segments was “Danger Island”, a live- 
action serial that crossed Gilligan's Island with the r 
mult-culti youth of The Mod Squad. Veteran 
Nixon-era TV actor Jan-Michael Vincent was a 
featured actor, along with a varied cast (can’t 

sketchy), thal, Me Mod Squad reiador eye y), e @ young 
blonde ay thet ema really knew how to fill out 
some Levi's, Ili tell you) and a muscular, handsome 
African-American male who always seemed to know 
the answers, but was used less than he should have 
been. (I call t Antonio Fargas disease—he was the 
veteran black actor who in the gaps for Starsky 
& Hutch in the 70's, but never even got so much as a 
pilot for a spinoff.) For comedy relief, they inserted a 
character n , Some guy in a pudding- 
bow Davy Jones hairdo and pinstri ttoms 
who grunted unintelligibly, kke Eddie Murphy doing a 
James Brown imitation, and did outrageous shit like 
drop-kicking the wind and using his teeth as a pencil 
sharpener. (Well, not really—-haven? seen it in a 
long, long time--—-but when you heard the black guy 
say “uh-oh, ", you knew Chongo was up to 
something bizarre. Think of John Belushi's “illitarate om 

utrageous fat guy” roles, like Bluto in Animal House or his samurai character on 
SNL ae you'll cs a couple of distant Chongo cousins.) Together, this ensemble 
attempted to foil the bad guys on the island in the craziest mess you've ever seen. 

Of course, remembering that the Splits were a band, there was a spot 
for them to showcase their songs. Usually the songs themselves played in the | 
background while the band was seen culting up in some amusement park, just like 
in the opening and closing credits. Which brings us to their recorded legacy. 
Though “The Tra La La Song’, the show's theme (‘one banana, two banana, three 
banana, fourfour bananas make a bunch and so do many more”), wasn’ a very big 
radio hit (made tt into the nineties on Billboard's Hot 100, or some such — 
foolishness), it’s just as ingrained in everyone's minds as the Multiplication Rock 
soundtrack. Soon enough, Decca released a Banana Spits album, and as you might 
expect from an LP made by a floating collection of studio musicians, the styles 
vary, but the cheesiness is the same. Three songs are more or less theme songs. 
“Tra La” you know, but then there's the lesser-known “We're The Banana Splits 
and then there’s “Doin’ The Banana Spit", written by a pre-fame Barry White (then 
eaming his pay as a behind-the-scenes L.A. session rat, songwriter, and record 
company exec). It's an R&B-styled dance number, with some nice tongue-in-cheek 
musical dialog between the singer and the horn section (‘dip and scoop one 
time....BLAT!.....dip and scoop two times.....BLATIBLAT!). The Splits crossed 

SOLLOCKS, HERE's “ER ANANA SPLITS 
by James Porter paths with rhythm & blues a lot—-hell, there was once a five-action segment on the show which had a Ne leah i traffic to the tune of the old R&B instrumental (and oldies radio staple "~--and I'm di inted that the album didn? include “Our Show Will Go On’, which, in thé vannon of “He Will Break veur 

outtakes or anything, but it’s hilarious hearing the anonymous studio singer sound like a constipated duck nyng to get that eects gospel-soul feelin’. War whoops and phrases like look-a- re” show up where they dont have to, and for all that, it's stil “a gas and a giggle”, as Sammy Davis, Jr. would say. The royal caketaker and swingin neckbreaker is the aptly-titiled “Sour. Like a lot of “What-is-sour numbers that were being recorded back then, it comes to the conclusion that sou! aint someth you buy, you have it or you dont. Just So no one misses the point, there's a list of paopie who “have it” towards the song's end: “brother Ray Charles edie hece saben oe camel walkAcouldnt make out this on 

td 
OWN. BRUT e) yogi Bear on the TV screen..." RAT 

a... he rest of the album is mild bubblegum—-what would you expect from titles ike “Dont Go Away, Go-Go Girl”? There's even a cols out-and-out novelty numbers---the vaudevitle groove of “Two Ton Tessie” and the instrumental “Toy Piano yep & The two seven-inch EP's that Kellogg's (the Splits’ comflake y mail order aren’ nearly as good, but for two Songs—the main theme and the Barry White dance number--——lifted from the album (one on each EP). However, the Spits werent as big on the charts as they were on the tube, and their rivals, the Archies, introduced on CBS-TV at exactly the same time as the Splits, saw to that. The banana bunch had a lot of musical competition in the 1968- 70 bubblegum race (the one from 1970-74, with the Partridge Family and the 18, fS a different story). The Archies did real well with “Sugar, Sugar’ and other hits. The Bugalooe, the Hardy Boys (not to be confused with Shaun Cassidy's later same-name show), Lancelot Link and the Evolution 

Revolution, Josie and the 
, and Jack Wild (from H. 

R. all hadTV shows and 
LP's to foflow them up. Bobby 
Sherman and Tommy Roe were 
hokiovers from another era, but stil 
sold a lotta biscuits with that 
bake sound. The closest the 

is ever came to a weekly 
show was their milk commercials, 
but were defintely a presence 
in there ypoiolcre and Katz 
produced a whole stable of 
bu um studio groups (this was 
not the kind of music that real rock 
bands, with roadies and all, did) like 
the 1910 Fruitgum Co. (Simon 
Says”) and the Ohio Express 
(Yummy Yummy Yummy’), ail 
while eee weird psychedelia 
for B-sides album cuts. England 
had to get in on the fun too, with 
Edison Lighthouse (“Love Grows 
Where My emary Goes”) and 
White Plains (‘My Baby Loves 
Lovin”). Stil and all, the Splits held 
their own. 

With the demise of the 
show, that was it for the Splits, 
despite appearances on The 
Partridge Family (the Partridges 

play an amusement park, and Danny and Keith fight over the same girl), possibly the Brady Bunch (who also had their token “mackin '-to-ladies-at-the- fairgrounds” episode), and in the movie Rollercoaster (with the group Sparks). The influence could still be felt as the years Passed. The punk band The Dickies had an English hit in 1979 with their Power-pop version of shows theme (simply retitled “Banana Splits"), Joey Ramone has gone on record saying the Splits and the Monkees were two of his all-time fave bands, and when | used to spin records from time to time a? Chicago's on-again off-again hepcat-hangout Lower Links, that “Tra La" theme never failed to get a rise out of folks. Their mark was left on Kaptain Kool and the Kongs, late-blooming (1976) studio created glitter-rockers who hosted the Krofft Supershow on ABC while playing their perfectly fake hard-rock songs and introducing live-action segments to a group of screaming KISSt-shirt wearing teenies. Only thing was, Epic released their album just after the show got the boot (in '78 or '79)! The ultimate final word on the Splits belongs to Cub Koda, ex-guitarist for the great Brownsville Station, who once dissed MTV royaity, years ago in his Goldmine magazine column, saying that he's "seen better videos this morning 
watching the damn Banana Splits! 



Poun 2539 
C OG 

is a Hollywood Rock & Roll legend. Though he's made a ton of good(or at worst, intriguing) records of his own, his biggest 
eee ae credited to his crafty and ine feria a work. From his early days of putting out hit novelty records with studio 
musicians ("Alley Oop" and my personal fave "Nut Rocker" by B.Bumble and the Bees, a rock version of Nutcracker suite) to his | 
production of the smash hit (in Japan at least) all girl group The Runaways, featuring Joan Jett and Lita Ford, he was always Ts to give 
people something they wanted even though they didn't know it yet. When reading a long interview with him in Goldmine — re 
collecting magazine ! noticed a reference to the 1969 record "Extremely Heavy" by The Underground All-Stars. The ae S€ 0 S 
group was that behind their masks they all wore they were super famous people. Now I was under the impression that this yrs Wes a 
joke, a gimmick, (perhaps because I seem to remember him saying somewhere it was a legendary piece of shit record we all made ; 
produced by me, pretending to be famous people wearing masks") but perhaps there was more to it than that. Perhaps it was a an he 
one of the high water marks in masked Rock & Roll history. I wrote to Mr. Fowley and asked him to wnte or call and tell me he seed Oo 
this band. A couple of months later at about 3 AM Chicago time, my phone rings and J am greeted by the swarmy eadpan voice of the 
great Mr. Fowley. I asked him to hold the story tl I set up the recorder, and he did. And here's how the rap w_ 1t down: 

= 

Roctober: Go ahead. 
Fowley: you're interviewing me-wait-wait a minute- 
what's your circulation? 
R: Our circulation is 1,500. 
F: Good. Now what do you want to know? 
R: I want to know the story of The Underground All- 
Stars. It's hard to get the proper story. 
F: How'd you get my address? 
R: It was in Goldmine. 
F: Did you enjoy the Goldmine article? 
R: That was a great article. (Recorder beeps) 
F: Can you turn that squeaky shit off? 
R: I actually can't. That's part of the recorder. 
F:; Ohbhh...well that's very annoying. O.K. so what's 
your question?.. 
R: Well... 
F: Don't have me ramble, I won't ramble through that 
fucking squeaky thing. (beep) See what I mean? 
R: Was it just a rumor about them being masked, was 
there a photograph of everybody in the masks? 
F: Yes there was a photograph of everybody in the 
masks. 
R: What was the point of the masks? 
F: Everyone under the masks was world famous. 
R: Warren Zevon was one of them. 
F: He was one of them. 
R: But he wasn't famous at the time 
F: No he was not. 
R: Were there any clues as to who these "famous people" 
were supposed to look like or represent? 
F: Well they were all famous people. 
R: They were famous people? 
F; Everybody bui him was famous. 
R: Really! Who were some of the other people? 
F: I'm not allowed to say because there would be 
lawsuits from way back when because the people were 
gigantic. They didn't know who each other was. 
R: They did not know? 

F: They didn't know. 
R: Were they all actually on the recordi ng or not? 
F: Yes they were. 
R: They worked together without knowin g who each other 
was? 
F: Yes. 
R: Did they record independently? 
F: No, all in the room at the same time. We wouldn't 
let them take their masks off. 
R: That's pretty good. 
F: I know. It was pretty good. That was the gimmick. 
It's a big album in Sweden, you know. 
R: It was’ Is it like a legend in Sweden. 
F: Legendary. Like the record " Stormy Weather" on 
Jubilee. It's on that kind of level over there. 
R: Could you describe the masks? 
F: Black pillowcases with the slits. Like a Richard 
Pryor version of the Ku Klux Klan. 
R: Did you have any other masked bands? 
F: No, but Gary Paxton, who sang "Alley Oop", which 
I coproduced, he was the lead singer of The Hollywood 
Argyles, he's doing a thing now with a red mask and a 
whole red sort of Zorro outfit. The whole head to toe 
covered in red, the red mask. 
R: What's the title of the act? 
F: I don't know. So you're into masks as a part of 
Rock and Roll madness? 
R: [I'm really into masks. Anything else you'd like our 
readers to know? 
F: The kids should write to me if they want. Basically, 
anybody who has anything interesting musically to 
Say, send it. And also, I like to fuck women who are 
either Italian or Spanish, and who are topless dancers, 
nymphomaniacs or lesbians. If anyone fits that 
category, come on down. 

Write to Mr. Fowley at Room 402 6253 Hollywood Blvd. 
Hollywood, CA 90028 



HARMON BETHEA: 35. asi mane % ADAPTED FROM A “Golbmine” ARTICLE BY BIL CARPENTER & Drawn by JohnP 9/28/¢4. 

Who is that Mask Man Betheq was born jr, 1923 
to S. CaRolinan share- 

‘“ iy ae 

Why, it'S Harmon Bethea 
who, aS “Mask Man,” had 
astRing of R&B/ Sou) 
Hits in the late'Gos & 
eqRly ‘76s 

cRoppeRs, but by Age (7 

had Relocated to Wash- 
ington O.C. 

Stints in 9Roups like 
he Cap-tans, the 
PRogresSivaiRes and 
the octaves followed, 
with limited Regional 

the gRoup 9ained in 
popularity, but Hatimon, 

gRowing dissatisfied, 
quit to Seek Pop Star 

It wasn't till 19698 whey 
Hakmon & Co. donned Lene 
RangeR Masks amd Re- 
named themSelves "mask 
Man & the Agents" +that 
they final& bRokKe ints 
the Limelight, with a 

= a number 
called “One Eye Open" 
(Bill boakd R&B +420, 
fop#t 95). 

FuRtheR hits like “wigs” 
"Roaches“Cwhich Sold 
500,000 Copies) amd | “My wife, My Dog, My Cat 

established the MaSk 
Man aSa Bona- Fide 

ThiS Success aftRacted interest 
Rom tabels like Motown and 
RCA , but Harmon Refused to 
Sign, paRtly in loyalty te leng- 
time Manage Li lhan Claiborne 
and partly in feqR of losing his 
GoveRnment Mailroom job... 

“Aln't But So mucH Nie Se Fi 
SPATe UF tTheRE ON Ni; 

ToP, amd You Got to ff Aly 
SCUFFLE to Get ur fl Bi) 
the Re, ScuUFFLE ’ 

+o Stay...” Le \S 
Recently , however, +he Mask Man 
and Wis RegRouped Agents 
have explod ed back onto the 
D.c. club Scene, fixing to 
make q comeback! 

"WHAT 
B 

In !973 lillian SUF FERCd a StRoke 
amd Could No longer Run her 
business. She died jn (91S amd 
ShoRtly afterwakds hic career 
sputtering, HaRmon RetiRed £Rom 
the music bu Stness., 

——_— 

bh 

Even ATER 50 yeaRS in the 
MUSic biz, HaRmon Remains 
Modest amd down to earRt,: 

to Have Some 
BIG RecoRdS... 
We DID VERY Goop 
But we Losta | 
Lot oF MoNey... a 

1 JOHN PoRCeLLiwo 1994 



From ex-con, outlaw country/biker legend David 

Allan Coe's "Just For The Record” book (1978): 

"The first place I went when I got to L.A. was 

Nudie’s. Nudie made all the clothes for Elvis and 

Liberace...he sold me some rhinestone suits that 

he'd made for people who later said they didn't 

want them...(I) created a character that wore a 

mask on stage and outrageous’ suits...'The 
* e tw 

Mysterious Rhinestone Cowboy 
<ceicr =~ ois ClAr) FICIAL OFFIC rm orxFiGiAr7 § @t ‘ 

1 +! 

ia mS” CRopTCT) Ys 0 
‘3! 4) The Undisputed Truth were this one-man, two- 
“N “a4 Woman vocal group who recorded for 
Eg Motown/Gordy. Their paranoid 1971 hit 
a. "Smiling Faces Sometimes" is one of the main 

reasons why the early 70's were a classic era for 
R&B. A studio group from the start, producer 
Norman Whitfield up-ended the entire concept 
around 1975 or so, and the group was reborn as 45 
self contained funk band, complete with white 
afro wigs, silver space suits and KISS style 
makeup. Forget LAX Funkadelic's “Connections 
and Disconnections"-the Truth's "Cosmic Truth" 

and "Higher and Higher" are the best P- 

——_ 

Hello People were a late 60's 
early 70's era group who 
recorded an endless series of LP's 
(no hit singles). True products of 
the hippy era, not only did they 
wear makeup, but in concert they 
did mime between songs. They 
were really good at intricate yee mo 
harmonies, so while they toured Since the early 70's the San Francisco based z nada 
with Todd Rundgren in 1972, avante garde oddballs The Residents M5 0y 

ba? Yow: (supposedly named when an anonymous ~~ Funk albums 
they did an acapelia alla ‘tape they sent to Warner Bros. was retuned SS Dis George Todd as an encore. Todd sang Marked “resident = “OYCT) / xed “resident” have been redefining and recontextual;7; i Clinton ualizing some songs he'd done earlier, but masked Rock and Roll while ; ie had and presenting some of the most cerebral ene Hello People backed him up grooving, bizarrely melodied songs and (infrequent) sta eas DOthung Bobby McFerrin style. One guy Shows in the history of popdom The concept behind the 
was a human beat box, while anonymity, oa by no means conf ined to their most famous others sang different guitar, bass yevalls w. tophats), is that The Residents are = didn't last ; artists as a grou eect hot ’ and keyboard parts. Bizarre, but will be no i. P, rather than as a team of individuals. There 4 a as their late 

hee to do 
ae $ ee with. It 

Pe 
side t : : : 

they went over like fat ratsina their art goes Pee ra oie commitment to Ag recordings 
cheese f. actory. theoretically should kee waa o Obscuri ty" if have them with 

demand for such an alba low, Klaus anne ‘ ” new personnel In overa scoreof 4 _ as the eet eretic Y sree as a sad sack a sid have given ¢ ga cobotte oF i a | aed (not- 
eir cult foll er &* : m ae el, 

The Adicts were a dissections Seca: new ne eatly > c | Se —— Funk) 

late 70's-early 80's ie w?* 2 Disco and meanings of Elvis, » 
James Brown + i 

and John Phillips 
Sousa, a story 

English Punk/ 
Hardcore band 

whose look was 4 

outfit 

based on A A ! of moles in conflict, 
Clockwork Orange, Nazi top 40 tunes, FF including mimelike @e soundtracks to films , / 4 makeup. They 5 You'll never see. . It's | urfaced he art! Ip! res 

pat’ It's fun! Eye love it! 
recently, with 
the look intact. 
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Jake Austen: This iseue is going to be about 

masks. | want to hear about your space age 

masks and designs. 

Pedro Bell: Well, masks-masks...it's funny you 

should mention masks, because the last 

| Funkadelic album, called “By Way Of The 
Drum’, | designed a mask for that, it's a 

combination of low tech and high tech. It's never 

been released. "By Way Of The Drum* was 

actually the world's oldest unpublished 

Funkadelic album. {| started in 1982, | finished in 

1989, it hasn't been released yet. 

Randy Lancelot: There was a promotional 12" 

that had the song "By Way of the Drum" 

released about 1989 or 90. 

PB: yeah, but it was released without their 

permission. It was a standard (no art) sleeve. 

JA: Were you into comic books when you 

were a kid? 
PB: Well comics, | really couldn't get a lock on 

those because my Mama wasn't into having -- 

she was one of those types where it's said, “No 

comic books." So, if |lefta comic book in the 

living room or the kitchen, it got trashed, so | 

never did get that full lock on comics. But, uh, 

the first comic type thing that | was exposed to 

was some ads by this car customizer called Big 

Daddy Roth. 
JA: Right. 
PB. And one of the artists he was bringing up 

was Robert Williams, who got his own 

reputation later So at that point it was the 

ph 
OTD 

- ROCTOBER BRINGS ARTIST EXTROIDANAIRE PEDRO BELL BACK TO 
THE SCEN ee OF THE ¢ CRIME WHERE HE FIRST MET FUNKADELIC 
faanily. PaliaienisBosusyo rubber Babd and the, masks, shows and grooves than Funkadelic and the other bands in their 
ie y's Rubber Band and the rest. And after George Clinton, the man in charge, no one else lef 

pace age crazoid imagery associated with the best Funkadelic music than ue artist Ses ave aa 
1971 Pedro was a 5 akin' . : : 
when Funka raed oung man kickin’ around radio stations, hearing (and “borrowing ") the new records that were dropping, 

“Maggot Brain" came in. As soon as he heard i He did local ¢ heard it he knew he'd found the sound 
ae University of Chics and he for them and when they came to their first Chicago show to pris pacers pnerstes t 
eile Re aa ie ae S el Hall he met the band and was soon doing the colorful, freaky, futuristic raw see tanee: 

(1973) to "R&B co 2 y cover art for albums for all the Funkadelic and George Clinton solo LP's from "Cosmic Slop" 
ee : ee in the i (1986). In addition to that artwork, he's tried his hand at animation, screenw sia 

Will beccleased as dann aae peifiate, : his many musical projects the one he's most excited about is Tripzilla what 
le sar piped aoe artistic erms-a gatefold vinyl edition to display is artwork is 2 necessity! A 

Sense e Austen, Randy Lancelot and James Porte 
{ and talked about his glorious history. Without further ado, let's let the Beil ring sat a iidieaiae 

underground comics. So my influences were the 
later ‘SOs and ‘60s, Big Daddy Roth and Mouse... 
JA: Rat Fink. 
PB: Right, Big Daddy Roth designed him. i had 

teachers in high school told me my style was, uh, 

Salvador Dali, but { didn't know anything about 

him until after, when | checked out to see what 

was happening with him. 

JA: But where are you coming up with these 

album covers? Were they telling you what to 

do? 
PB: No, | designed all that stuff. Pull out "R&B 

Skeletons In The Closet" (by George Clinton). 

Here's a typical example of how something like 

this would come about. | heard from some of his 

Powertoylah boys about the George Clinton 

thing, and because they had these little legal 

battles between me and Capitol, he said why 

don't you do this: they don't never seem to 

complain about what you do on the back of the 

album, so why don't you make the front real clean 

and safe, and you stretch out and go crazy on the 

back. Sol said yeah, OK. So instead, | just said, 

‘ll make a parody of a clean album. And that! 

did. So once | made up what | was gonna do, | 

just went automatically. Clinton didn't know 

anything about what | was doing until | was 

finished with it. When he did see -- sometimes 

he doesn't see the album until after its printed -- 

but he did see, and his one and only thing he had 

done was the circle (around George's face) was 

in color, and he had them do tt in black and white 



ue ~ “Hard Core Jollies" .. . is that woman giving 
Keke birth? 
2 Yan PB: (laughs) Awww, man... 
~0\| a JP: That's the way it looks to me. 

a Res. PB: Yeaaahhh.. . wellll. .. 
% a; JP: This lady's in the bathtub and she's got 

this little child's head pokin' out. 
PB: Ah, that was merely an angle coincidence. 
That was something a lot more scandalous. 
JP: Really scared me when I was a child. 
JA: Did you ever do a straight comic book? 
PB: Ah, got one now. Actually it's a compilation 
of what | call the Artusi Tribe. The main man for 
that is SeituHaiden. It's called, "Ain't that a Blip" 
and it's going to be published later on this year. 
JA: Are the album covers mostly painting, 
colored pencils... 
PB: Most of them are markers. Some of this is 
ink. I'll use anything. 
JA: What do you have going through your 
mind when you turn these people into these 
space-age freakazoids? 
PB: Drugs! Drugs! Basically Funkadelic was 

R&B Skeletons In The Closet- 1986 like the alterego to Psychadelic. Funkadelic is 

| S 
\ 

® 

Fy 

‘  oremae we reas 

p tangent. You know, aliens make it always 
-crazoid, out the box, | guess to sell more units. 

re i exploring the dark horror movie side of 
psychadeiia, like Alice Cooper, but it seems 
§ like Funkadelic always had to go to the 
ij extreme. 

fe! PB: That's it, you know. | was following orders. 
fg RL: Did you ever get to tour, or did you just 
” deal with them when they were in town? 

ei PB: | was asked a few times to tour, but I'd seen 
ey. ggenough of that chitlin circuit back in the early 

igadays, and | didn't see anything cool about going 
* be 
e: rom town to town, strange food, strange 

Mi mwenches and ail that. I'd go out to L.A. or Detroit 
to see a show, but a full-blown tour, there's 

se snothing fun to me about that. 
JA: George Clinton's put out two really bad 

Qn: album covers ina row. What's he going to do 
BERL: about it? 
"Ts <> PB: Well both of them were on Paisley (Park, 

- Prince's label). Well there was a concept, which | 
am going to reuse, for "The Cinderella Theory." 
It was actually going to be a combination robotic- 

ge photographic combination. And George had 
mn é O}' done his part as far as the photography, and I'd 

(A258 19.96 a ay: pate y Pa , Ick at ry done my part, and then somewhere in Paisley 
nS ES penal el? hase it he ae C om 1 Park, the Purple One said no. 

(S/N. TP AGEA it aint JA: Now that Paisley Park has been dropped seit Dent Make io Bes 
by Warner Brothers, where does that stuff AN ee Sie 

dey a | BROKEN EA " 
“ 7 pail faces pe VRTIOSH, A O- rAg{( stand now? 

de CAM'T AT, “AN PB: George doesn't have any shortage of 
all s RAIN sources. Somebody in Detroit's setting up some 

uN pee kind of label. Somebody said Uncle Jam's label's 
as s coming back. 
ern (JA: Are you going to have input? 

gesest’ PB: Parliament Funkadelic is the next one 
RY. coming out by me. it's called "Dope Dog." They 

es Hee a ENS aR tae oh 1!) obs have to use Parliament Funkadelic because they 
AOD a Np ee rewehs lost the right to use Funkadelic as a stand alone 
eh CS a eet W) eg * name. 

JP: Speakin’ of which, there was a real wack 
Funkadelic record that George Clinton had 
nothing to do with called "Connections and 
Disconnections." 
PB: There was nothin wack about that! That 
album was Baaaad! 
JP: Sorry, sounds like Gap Band outtakes to 
me. Keep expecting someone to say, "Oops 

Cosmic Slop- 1973 Upside Your Head." 

hil 

mi JP: There were a lot of rock bands at the time 

fe 
SS 
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UNDER Rs 
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bs 

., like a Shock Theater, Thriller, Twilight Zone kinda 2 i 

ey (Sy Wah = 

Lets Take It To The Stage- 1975 

"(the imagery's) not stolen 

from The Exorcist...it's 

sampled!" 
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War SEE 

Computer Games- 1982 



PB: In relationship to “Electric Spanking of the 
War Babies" that was out at the time, no contest. 
The material on there was far superior to official 
Funkadelic. Tell you a little scandal that went 
down. When Warners found out about this they 
went to George's face saying what's this group 
claiming to share the name, and Clinton said, 
"Well there was some paper, but it was in a 
foreign country." Well the foreign country turned 
out to be Canada. Which tums out trademarks 
and registrations Canada is not considered a 
foreign country. What happened when Wamer 
Brothers found out that Clinton didn't have any 
legal power, they said, we're just gonna have a 
strong promotional campaign. So they came out 
with a 45 of this (with a sleeve) that was in color, 
which was kind of unusual, because 45s were 
starting to wind down as far as doing it like that. 
And Warner Brothers paid me to do an editorial 
about the other Funkadelic, and the title was, 
"Will the real Flunkadelic Shut the Flunk Up." 
Then they tumed around and did me a serious 
injustice on a little money matter, so to make up 
the difference | was approached by LAX records, 
the other boys, so they paid me to do the rebuttal 
to the editorial | wrote. 
RL: Did you use the same name? 
PB: No, | made up an alterego, but they knew it 
was me. But like | said, compared to "Electric 
Spanking," no comparison. Now there were 
some tracks that were not on “Electric 
Spanking" originally supposed to be a two-album 
set, but anyway, somebody was obviously on the 
pipe. | got a few tracks that weren't on the final 
version, and they're better than the garbage that 
was on that. They could have sent that straight 
to be bargain bin. 
JA: You crack on the back of one of those 
George Clinton solo albums, "Use Pedro Beil 
art, or it's straight to the bargain bin." But all 

A them getting real death 
<= '(legalwise) about that. 

RP wt Loy 
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d, that was before j 
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ctors was always an ij] 
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se. Atomic rea 

"Guess what? Thr lew up of cour 

ay one.” 

idea from d 
PN ene If you met som 

for instance, they r 
expression they'd h “Some little herbicidals..." 

~~ “You know, collage sampling 
& that was a recent thing about 

_\ Technically speaking I can't do when this photo was shot, he was in the wrong 

By «nome of this no more because 
j_everybody'd be suing me.” 

‘ 

*. A “That's my brother from one of something, finance one 

™ those 25 cents camera booth 

OTHER : - 
MASKED P-FUNK CHARACTERS 
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‘ \ <0, a~ Hi 

those solo Clinton's went straight to be 
bargain bin. That's where {| got mine. 
JP: Even though they had "Atomic Dog.” vD 
PB: Last! heard -- everyone and they mama 0 
know that bad boy went gold, but Capito! swears 
to this day... 
JA: that “Atomic Dog™s not gold!! They 
must just not want to pay you guys, thinking 
you more trouble than you're worth. 
PB: “They* -- Clinton and company -- make that 
distinction. 
JA: Hey, it's a family, you cant... 
PB: Yes I can -- disavow myself. Everyone 
knows I'm a mercenary. Once upon a time, yes, 
terrible as it may seem, KISS approached them 
as far as having me do something for them. 
RL: KISS approached Funkadelic and wanted 
you to do something? 
JA: And they wouldn't let you? 
PB: Well, they gave them some story that they 
couldn't find me or that | busy or something, and | 
don't appreciate that. Cause they would've paid. 
in fact, | don't know what they were tripping 
about, if they woulda hooked that up, oooohhhh 
JP: P-Funk would have been bigger. 
PB: Right! 
JA: Those KISS peopie wouid start buying 
these records. Do you know what record it 
was? : 
PB: No, but it was when they was still sammin’ | 
on the charts. 
JP: Amongst Black kids, the same people 
who liked Parliament liked KISS, so if only it 
could have gone the other way around. 
PB: It would have helped. 
JA: Finally, what do you want to tell the 
people about Pedro Bell? 
PB: All the people in the Funk community who 
thought I'd faded into oblivion, that's not true. | 
am in full effect. | will be doing things for all 
levels for ‘95 — | will be all the way live. 

m ~ 4AZVMRVC 

"I dan't see why anybody could even deal with Nixon, 

‘cause when you think about the way he looks, the 

way he acts physically, suppose you had a kid and 

you were trying to find a preschool place. if he ran 

the school, would you have your kid with him? Hell 

no, ‘cause he just doesn't look right. He always 

looked like a creep, a geek, anything that rhymes 

with eep or eek. And the Sammy Davis, jr. thing, he 

might have been his partner and everything, but 

profile, I mean I was thinking everything from 

plantation mentality to Sambotron. Put it like this, 

name a popular crazoid-Sadaam, ok? He could be 

cool with you, be nice, play a game of tennis or 

of your businesses, but you 

still might think 99.9% of the world do not deal with 

him, so you not gonna be seen in no photograph like/ _. 

that, I'm sorry.” —_, 

‘Aj[@1 1ZBN,, 

ay ee, 
a L Pe as ¥ 

jo 194]eUU B SB Aad ajanbispyy 

WO.j SUM Jey 

‘ 

eone with an attitude and they really aint right, you know like someone who likes Rush (hint 

ead about Rush and say ‘That's my boy! You can't talk about my man like thatl', that'd be re 
ave on their face when looking at the TV." 

, » the 
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CLAN 
When Glam hit suddenly there was more 
makeup on the Rock scene than at Clown 
College. Of the zillions of artists to sport the 
look, here are a few of our faves... 

was the king of 

Giam makeup-ry. 

The New York Dollis orened the doors for 
KISS and other outrageous acts with their 

over the top makeup look 
In fact KISS tried Doll's 

y Style women's makeup: 
before settling with the’ 

uki look. : 

b « 

hirteen tracks , 

eotjOoL9 orpn® end 

4p 
hap, 

TH 
<, 
v STORES NOW! 

Lou Reed sporting 

@ spooky look. 

The Village People, a bit later than the rest, 
switched from manly garb to poofy makeup 
and frills in their unsuccessful "New Romantic" 
period. 

For a Red Lisht catalogs send Sl to 

Te DePIGi eR ECORDS 

880 Lee St. Suite 208. Des Plaines. IL 60016 



As we enter the third decade o sory, the greatest rock n'roll ban
don g 

fy Earth shows no signs of fading away. Masked or unmasked, Kihas always 

BR We known what the kids want. . . and has always delivered. And although the 

A} unmasked" years have recently surpassed the 
years of the Demon, the 

‘ 89 | over, the Catman and the SpaceAce, its impossible to think of Ks without 

me the grand spectacle of their full fl
edged makeup wearin’, blood spittin’, evil 

at ‘ robot fightin’ glory days. Folks can talk all they want about earlier 

EL & manifestations of costumed glam rock, but no band can hold up 
to the 

, me awesome mystery that once was K1/7 

2 q Lest you doubt my credentials, I was a proud card-carrying member of 

iy 4 the KI¢44ARMY. All of my allowance and extra time 
was dedicated to 

: A) discovering the deep secrets of what it meant to be KI% Each month, I 

i would buy any teen magazine 
with a “pin-up” of the fabulous four. I would 

carefully inspect the concert photos in which the makeup of any member had 

begun to melt away. I can't explain the surplus excit
ement these snapshots 

caused me. | invested in pads of tracing paper to investigate further still. By 

| each photograph, I was sure to uncover just what lay beneath 
the facade. Of | 

course, all 1 was left with was a pathetic ghost image of the myst
ifying 

__#. rockers. I slowly realized that this was KI¥ their unknowability! KI>/was 

much bigger than the sum of its parts. And, years later, as 1 watched the 

world premiere of the (makeup-les
s) "Lick It Up" video, I realized that even 

% Gene, Paul, Ace and Eric kne 
t behind the mask. _& 

: eee | carefully tracing only the facial features and avoiding the makeup designs in 

é 

5 A _ 

fae 

we hy 

. 

t 
. ah 

e 
" he engaged in as a child. ..with similiar 
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PTO InstRvetrionS 
FoR SPeciAL “MASked 

Rockers” FLIiP-clop ORIGAM; 
FOLDOU+ toy; 

@BEND-up StaPLes with 
KNIFe, Remove this sheet, 
AND BEND StapresS BACK +5 
PReserve YOYA RoctoBer 
FLL jN MIN+ Conaitijon, 

@)CUt ALtlonG BoLA BLACK 
LING A+ Le-f+, 

@FOLD in ALF REPeAtedLy: 
HORIZ ONtaLLY, VERTICALLY, ANR DIAGONALLY to CREASE, 

@ Foud corners in to the 
CENTER ALONG DASHER 
BLAck Lines. Cin the DIRECHION so that DRAWINGS ARE €XPoSed, NOL Wdden) 

eo 
6) foLd CORNERS iN toward 

the centeR AGAIN, But 
IN the OPPOSite Direction, 

CSO that “kiss” gemaAins 
exPosed, NOt Hipden) 

6) FOLD iN hALF, ONCE AGAIN 
LEAVING KiSs exPosed. 

we 

Re 
ye ; 

7) Stick thumBs & Fore-fingeas 
UNDER ORIGINAL CORNERS 
Of PAPER... > 

| this PART KR KIND of 
gs aS SRO Ni nak A few 
y PEOPLE & CHANtTES ARC, 

| SOMe one wile 
Di ABLe fo HeLp you...) ee Le 
(8) SQveeze toward Middle 

tO POP +oy OPEN. 

we By: 
Je@EROmeEe 

(9) “FLIP-FLOP” Breck & FORt 
ANd PLAY cae GAMES) 
HOURS OF excitement! 



Selling & buying fine 

used records, tapes & CDs 

JAZZ @ CLASSICAL « SOUL 

ROCK e DANCE e ETC. 

1360 E. 53rd St. 
Chicago, IL. 60615 
312/288-2820 

Leonard J. Bukowski 

—_ 

THE COLllowinGc COMIC 

IS RBar BIOWFLYs 
EARLY YEARS. FOR. THOSE 
‘WHO DONT KNOW Eownny 
AKA CLARENCE RIED 

BAS THE LONGRUNNIN KING 

OF BNX RAP. A Micke 
MASIER OF MICROPHONE 

RINICe! CS NIBEK 

After the 
bottle. 

Before the 
milk. 

EXPLOITATION FRETHOSPEDT 
Sample copy $2.00 ¢ 6 issue subscription $10.00 

Send to: PO Box 1155 « Haddonfield, NJ 08033-0708 
Make checks/money orders payable to Dan Taylor 
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I never thought I'd fall in love with 
another country boy again until the 
bnght beautiful day I saw the denim 
masked man on a record cover in 
Milwaukee, WI. 

he record was "ORION - Country"... 
and there he was, Orion, smiling behind 
his mask, holding a saddle slung over 
one shoulder. He's wearing a blue and 
red cowboy shirt with the buttons 
undone enough to show off the gold 
necklaces around his neck and on his 
chest. And if that's not enough, he's 
framed by an antique-grey faux wood, as 
if he's behind the door to an old horse 
stall. The words "Orion - Country" are 
printed as if carved into the wood. Ah, 
yes, that's class. But there was 
something else on the cover, not super 
obvious, but extremely cryptic. An ad 
for the book about Orion's life with 
heavy ELVIS overtones! ?! Little did I 
know what was in store for me as my 
friend Jake lent me his Orion records 
and 8-tracks so I could listen to them. 

=. Suddenly I was surrounded by Orion, he 
— was every where I turned! Jake also 
.*" gave me some info to check out on the 

true reality behind this whole Orion 
thing. But I didn't want to let the air 
out of my tires so soon. So J waited 
and just let in all the fantasy bits and 
let the magic of his music take over. 
BELIEVE IT OR NOT... On the 
morning of the very same day of the 
anniversary of when Elvis died, I was 
eating a bowl of Cocoa Puffs and on 
the box was none other than the 
ORION constellation! Later, while I 
was reading an old HEAVY METAL 
magazine, there was a character named 
ORION in one of the comic strips! 
Because I've never listened to Elvis 
Presley records except for when I was a 
baby, I thought the Elvis record that 
Jake lent me along with the other Orion 

3 stuff, was an Orion record! 

Consequently, that evening while I was 
y cutting my friend Celia's hair, I decided 

to finally hear what Orion sounded like. 
I played the Elvis record “Welcome to 
My World" and then played Onion - 

a went 5 
Pd OS CC aL ae 

THE KING 
(of my world) 

as confessed by Miss Kelly Kuvo 

"Who is the greatest in the Kingdom of Heaven? Truly, | 

say to you unless you turn and become like children, you 

will never enter the Kingdom of Heaven. Whoever 

humbles itself like a child, it is the greatest in the Kingdom 

of Heaven." The Book of Orion, pg. 17 

‘Country’: printed on gold viny!! 
During both records, me and Celia | 
saying to ourselves, "Boy, that Onc 
sure sounds like Elvis"! We couldn’ 
tell the difference! 
But then I noticed as I played “Orion 
Rockabilly", that it was also in gold 
vinyl. Orion prints all his albums in 
gold vinyl! So I looked closer at the 
"Welcome to My World' record and tk 
next to the black vinyl was the name 
Elvis Presley. I called Jake to tell hi: 
my embarrassing discovery and he sa 
he just lent the Elvis record to me sc 
could listen and compare the two 
singers together. Duh! And there is a 
big difference! Orion may sound and 
look a little like Elvis, but he's not 
trying to be Elvis! He doesn't sing 
Elvis songs and he's not a fat pill- 
poppin slob. Orion is better! I came 

the realization that this is the Elvis 1 
shoulda been; trim, fit, older, yes, bi 

still sexy to a young chick like me! 
That night I wrote in my diary... 
"Orion is for believers. Orion sing 
for us because he loves us enou 
to sing the songs we love. “Crazy 
Little Thing called Love" - | fukn Ic 
that song and it's there for me. 
Thanks Orion! Ok, so there's a 
pledge that you have to take to jc 
the fanclub that's on a flier in the 
sleeve of the albums. Should | be 
offended? i don't have to take it t 
enjoy Orion, do |? I'll write to Oriot 
and ask him personally." 
ee eee K 

a 

ie : c a % | s n , 

La (it 
- ve As ae til 

oie epee ee i 



FOREWORD 

Net lone age avers speci) man dedtus, and 
the universe mourned, 

He was a “hing.” bit ato vers nich a san, 

anniuerary of Eluis Predtey's death. Did you go to Graceland? Do 
bees doing lately? I just discouenred Your wushic thanks Though this precious mortal lett ne heirs, 

really like to listen to your | MAA ee ON Rockabilly record. One of my favorite songs is 'Cragy Little Thing Called Loue', 9 listen io  \eoaR Ee RaRMaT ae eet 
that one over and over again. Can I make a request? On your next record will you sing g 

Want You To Want Me' by Cheap ‘Thich? J love that song and think you would sing it great! 
In it still possible to buy a copy of the story of your life - The Rook Of Orion ? I would lie to 
buy that! J'ue sent along my pledge of devotion to yoru, Zoo. Does that still count? Right now 
I'm in a noisy bar listening te some chagy hard roch music. What do you think about stuff lhe 

' 

“ IS A HARD BOUND 

STORY OF GRICH ECKLEY DARNELL ” 

 Qnwes iguth curved gato that fame she oa be 

shook bis head bncawcny the truth wedld sug be veal: 

eats from the powertiy o 1 

ub feaf mu I 

Punk Rock? Do you think it's Satanic? You how, my mom even thinks Elvis was the Devil 
because only deuil ; like Rock-n-Roll and sing with tight nants ou. What do you 
think atout that? But I bet Hy Wy, played her your Glory §-Lack, which J think is atout Your eR Uae Men a tae ent Ga er ee 

dove ond faith in our Lord, Jesus Christ, she might change her mind? It Glory about fous or. | nearer about your faith and love in Eluis Presley - The King of Rach-v-Rolt: -' 9 can't buy the book Ui etna eb eemab ety © 
of Orion, could you tell me what the mystic of Orion 4? The Hunter? I mean I've read the Sal oie Sei 
subtle hints and messages on the allum covers, but J still don't understand. The Story of eo Orion- From Binth to Superstar to 2! What! What! What! Should 
I make the pilgrimage to Graceland ta find out? I guess J'Ul call the 1-800 telephonet but J dou't want to talk to an operator at some office, I want to talk te you! ORION are you still 
there?! I've read some articles about you and the one in Cream wasn't very nice. 
They seem to think you're a hustler but J don't think you'ne a hustler anymore than The King Eluis, Well, I hape to hear from you soon! 
H,0,%,0 

Miss Kelly Kuwa 

"Handing Tuck a slice of cornbread and a piece of sausage, Orion murmured, “! think every man 
should at least try to be the sun, even for a day- just to see what it's like." Was it possible to be the 
King of Stars for a day, and then return to being a common tight in the universe? 
The Book of Orion, pg. 41 

After I sent the letter, I called the 1-800 
# that's on the record's, but all I got 
was some guy's voice-mail. I left a 
message that I was lookin for Orion, 
but he never called me back. 
I didn't get a return letter from Orion, 
but I heard back from The Shelby 
Singleton Corp., of course. Well, | 
guess I better hand over the ax and fill 
you in on what really lies behind the 
mask, eh? 
See, Shelby is the head honcho of Sun 
Records. Now, Shelby had known this 
one singer named Jimmy Ellis since the 
60's, when Jimmy did back up vocals 

on an album with Jerry Lee Lewis. 
Because Jimmy sounded so much like 
Elvis, nobody paid much attention to 
him. But in 1978 Shelby had Jimmy 
sign a contract with Sun, since Elvis 
tribute fever was in full swing. Jimmy 
was better than the rest, but Shelby 

didn't know what to do that would be 
catchy to promote Jimmy. Then, a lady 
named Gail Brewer-Giorgio approached 
Jimmy to star in a movie based on her 
book, Orion-the story of Orion Eckley 
Darnell, which is based on the rags to 
riches story of Elvis Presley's life. The 

k even ends with Orion falsifying 
his death with his family knowing 

about it and they all bury an empty ae 
casket that supposedly contains the 
body of “Orion- King of Rock-n-Roll". 
Even though the movie plans fizzled, 
Jimmy decided to change his name to 
Orion and go with the whole concept. 
Shelby then adopted that concept for 
publicity; he even adopted the 
fictionalized characters from the book! 
Then, Shelby told Jimmy Ellis to wear 
the mask. And with that and all the 
hype and mystery, Orion toured for 5 
years and cut 9 albums that resulted in 
13 singles! In 1984, I think, he took 
off the mask and had a big show as a | BS q a ae 
celebration ! Hooray! (=. - my Se (ii a fi a7 ts fy 
But I like the man with the mask, don't fn ee Le — —_ 
you? Thanks Orion! (However, my 45 1s just 
You can write to Mail Order Music 
(POB 120711 Nashville, TN), just like 
I did, and get a copy of a record 
chart/order form that lists every Orion 
record ever made, + 45's; and an order 
form to buy The Book of Orion. They 
also gave me the address to 2 
Onion/Jimmy Ellis fanclubs! Cheers! 
About his records-Now I should have 
known that that Elvis record wasn't 
Orion ‘cause it wasn't GOLD! Every 
beautiful Orion album is gold viny], 
‘cause he loves us that much more! 

regular). 
"Orion-Country" -By far this record 
has the coolest cover! Orion's holding 
a saddle slung over one shoulder, 
smiling out at us as he wears his 
DENIM mask! As far as the music, 

well shoe-polished Country has never 
been my cup of tea. He sings too well. 
"Green Green Grass of Home", “Texas 
Tea", “Long Black Veil"-I've heard 
them all sung by folks with their guts 
wrenched and hearts out on the line, and 
it may not sound pretty-but I think 



that's better. Orion makes these sad 
songs less sad by being such a song 
bird. 
"Orion-Rockabilly"-Now this 
record fukn kicks ass! I know there's 
gotta be at least a hundred beauty 
parlors out there that played this until 
the 8-track player broke, ‘cause it's 
awesome and fun and inspiring! You 
can really tell that Orion had tons of 
fun singing for this rockn record. He 
still sings real pretty, but here it works!) x 
Just like Elvis. Fast Rock'n'Roll tunes 
w/ rockn guitar solos, hillbilly backup | 
singers, doo-wop back up singers, 
piano, harmonicas, and he gets funky 
with “Suzy Q"! Right after that it's 
some swamp cat beat on "I'm Gonna 
Be A Wheel Some Day"! This record's 
all over the Rockabilly spectrum! The 
record cover teases more than "Country" 

ee Country and ballads. Lots of sad 
seems songs, broken hearts, violins, cheatin 

wy the one you love, saying goodbye...1c 
wee Of Orion talking during the song, “I 
ao 4M don't want to see you cry, so I'll say 

a i: as goodbye now". Orion sounds into thi 
waemememe record. He croons heavy during "If I 

Seq Can't Have You" and the cheesy way 
@ they mixed this record is pretty 
awesome. The cover is silvery 

§ futuristic, with Orion in a very metall 
@ silver mask and silver shirt. 
Other LPs include "Orion-Reborn" 
which started the whole stir. It was 
released w/o a photo on the cover, so 
people believed it was the recently dea 
Elvis on the record. Than it was 

im reissued with a masked picture. "Coul 
it really be Aim under the mask?" 

—_ | Sa i a Pretty slick, Shelby. Others included 
yr ii 7: at 2 a ‘eae "Orion-Glory", his Gospel album, 

— 
’ 

a ee ee ee ee ee ee 

= 

_™ 

by printing 2 paragraphs from The = 
Book Of Orion and a huge full color A with a simple, dignified black mask, 
outerspace drawing of the Orion and "Orion-Feelings" , with a 

sgaaeea dazzling glitter mask. On each records 
“" sleeve he wore a different mask.. 
Endnote: In case you think the Orion 
legend had little impact on todays 
scenemakers, note this; Nick Cave's 
book “And The Ass Saw The 
Angels" almost directly plagiarizes fro 

The Book of Orion 

constellation with the outline of The 
Man over the stars. They barely left 
room to print the names of the songs! 
And last, but not least, a fukn Queen 
cover ("Crazy Thing Called Love")! 
"Orion-Fresh"-This is a cool, 
mellow mix of Orion. A few Rockn, a 
few Tex-Mex and a lotta shoe-polished 

May he rise fran 

obscurity into The 

wife? 7 
| eyor at least 

an Adam 

appreciation... 
including meé, 

; No matter hew talented an artist is, he 
Bi Ewill not survive AS Such without 2 essential 
 dlelements, #1: cont dence in his ability. #2: A 

‘ eS er not. : 

oeye ey 
fu 427 

‘os ri 
ie Kew S$, 

PRON AAA Tapeh a 
hie Waar hee we all (ae RaW Be 

iy 3 & 

Ss "i Jae Bais 

TEARS 

= 

What does this? have | +o 7 with a tale about 
A young, mexperienced family 2??? Find out i 

<— this 978 page, black & white, perfect bound enkituaddes 
Silly Daddy #’s 1-'7. Send $7.95 check made out +o 
Toe ae a x 2209 Northaate * N. Riverside, IL. GO546. cS 

THE LONG GOODBYE | _ Sek dimensions: 10°x64 "1 Tons of guest stars! 
BY JOE CHIAPPETTA COMICS AS RAW & REAL AS YER FACE 



‘Wacko'(Rob Hunter), now a successful " record biz guy, was the drummer for the 80's | til Metal band Raven. In addition to being wens famous for their vaguely homoerotic album Bt ie Z 
art imagery, Raven is also famous for \ |S ay Wacko wearing this helmet which blew up Jo on his head to climax the show! 
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Not being fans The Mentors, we here at Roctober thought it only fair to th 
one of their biggest fans to write the following... emao eel 

ae Ment ors: MUSIC FOR MEN Anappreciation by Chuck Furoy 

Weaning black executioner hoods and sporting big masculine beer guts, the 
Mentors have been making beautiful music together since around 1984 or so when 
they released their first lo-fi recordings on Doug Moody's king of the crappy 
recording quality labels, Mystic Records. This was a 12" 45 EP entitled "Thrash 
Bag", whose cover was a 12" by 12" xerox in a bag. The art consisted of hand 
scribbling and photos of drummer extraordinaire El Duce (a mental outpatient who 
works as a bouncer in some sleazy stripper club known as the Ivar Theater) and the 
boys surrounded by metal sluts, some on dog leashes, saying such necessary thangs as ) 
"Hurt me, master." Prag yt 

The other two Mentors are Dr. Heathen Scum on bass, subsequently % 
replaced by Sneaky Spermshooter and finally some guy named Zippy. Sickie 
Wifebeater has always beer ~~ sitar, serving up some fine riff work and abuse. 

Their most famous, and best, album, "You Axed For It" (Metal sluts yet 
again grovel at the Mentors feet on the cover) was a centerpiece in the old 80's PMRC. |; , 
Rock censorship inquisition and fascistic witch hunt. But whatever loser assed 

| congressman dug up this vinyl treasure got the name wrong, referring to them as 
h "Mentor " rather than "Mentors through the whole thing. What, couldn't he read? 

In fact, when I was a miserable 15 year old punk in high school, I first 
heard about the Mentors from the PMRC thing on TV(C-Span, I believe) and went on 
a frantic search for “Golden Showers" and "The Four F Club" ("Find her, feel her, 

i fuck her, forget about her"), until I finally found it down at Home of the Hits on 
} Elmwood Avenue here in Buffalo, and was justly rewarded by the hours of listening 
pleasure my new purchase brought me over the years. One of the few records I own 
that surpassed my expectations. < 
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Hell, if girls can have their “girl rock" crapola like Belly and Liz Phair, we K 
men can have El Duce and his army of men to bring joy back into a man's life after 

? 
+ . * 

oi dj 4 7 + . I 
i i “ t Shane - 2! getting dumped by some sleazy, backstabbing, and/or lying slut you called your -t, Ke 

Xammellzee, a New York graffiti God f girl"friend" for a short while. It's cathartic! Prince & The 
sought his wildstyle technique to wax (and If the Mentors offend you, you have no sense of humor and are perfect for a R a ion! 
0 dress, including a mask/helmet made of 6 life in the vapid 90's. So go listen to some grunge crap or something. But just watch { sium ap = 
airs of wraparound shades) with his hip hop out when it's YOUR turn to "Get Up and Die" for non believing in the "judgement « keyboardist a 
3roup Gettovets. The world was not ready. — rock" of the mighty Mentors! | q Fink 
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Because of the vanity of many performers and the uncomfortableness and nuisance of masks or makeup, it is mostly only determined obscure 
performers who are willing to be masked Rock and Rollers. However, the number one rocker of all time, the most successful pop musician in history, has 
not only brought the concept of the "mask" to a new level, he's done it with more permanent commitment than KISS could ever dream of. 

Many indie rockers dismiss Michael Jacksonfor being so pop/corporate, but no body pierced, tattooed, scarified Lollapaloser can even compare 
their self mutilation to what Michael has done to his face. And in spite of the associations usually made between punk and low budget DIY lifestyles, the 
insane millions in plastic surgery Michael has spent to make himself look so scary make him the punkest rocker of all time. Even if one believed the 
ludicrous statement he made to Oprah about only having had a couple of surgenes, he would still qualify as masked because he tearfully claimed in that 
same interview the even harder to believe (but sincere sounding) explanation of his light skin being the result of a disease that is turning him paler, forcing 
him to cover his whole head with makeup to even out the splotchiness. 

But in reality, whatever he's done to make his head the color and shape it is now is inconsequential. The result is this once beautiful man has 
chosen to, in the name of Pop greatness, make himself a sheetwhite, almost lipless and noseless skeletal plastic-head. To say he's just trying to achieve white 
beauty is ridiculous. No white person looks like that, and he could afford better work if that's what he wanted. Michael has chosen specific feature carvings 
for reasons known only to himself and has created the spookiest, permanent stage mask imaginable. We love him, he may be the greatest entertainer of his 
day, and we wish him good luck in his marriage...but as far as comprehending the significance of his mask and motives, were on a different planet than MJ. 
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The Chicago music industry has a long list of 

oddballs who stood the Windy City on its’ ear. Pervis Spann, 
the Biues Man. Baby Huey. Yocannon, the Muck Muck Man 
(used to scare the living shit out of people on Maxwell 
Street). Bo Dudley (not to be confused with Bo Diddley). T. 
Valentine (R&B singer who released some 17-odd singles, 
the best-known being the mid-eighties dancefloor stomper 
“Helio Lucille, Are You A Lesbian?”). Waymon Timbsdayle. 
The Black Goblin(a harp player of indeterminate age who 
sometimes gigs with a mysterious Chicago psychobilly 
combo called the Goblins). All are innovators who dared to 
try. All are free spirits who came to the Windy City looking to 
breathe fresh air into the dusty Chicago skyline. All are 
regarded as somewhat controversial (particularly 
Timbsdayle---when he or Albini or Phair stroll into a 
Bucktown music dive, conversation suddenly stops). Add 
to the list the irrepressible Black Lone Ranger. 

He claims to have been around longer, but he first 
became ingrained in my consciousness in the fall of ‘89. | 
was attending an outdoor blues show at the University of 
illinois, not far from the fabled Maxwell Street (R.1.P.). Junior 
Wells was performing, as well as a guitarist and former UIC 
student named Fernando Jones. | distinctly remember a 
vocal group, four or five black kids who looked all of 
fourteen years old, doing an acapella version of some New 
Edition song. At one point, some sixty-something guy in full 
Lone Ranger regalia got up on stage twirling six-guns and 
singing a garbled version of “Mannish Boy”, a/k/a “i’m a 
man.....(da-DA-dn-da-da) | spell M....(da-DA-dn-da-da)....... 7 
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Three years later, | was hanging out at the Checkerboard 
Lounge with this guy named Seth Patner. He strolled into 
the fabled blues club one Saturday night----it’s his hangout-. 
--and started dancing close with one of the ladies present. 
He rubbed bellies with six or seven more before the song 
finished. And this wasn't a long jam that the band was 
playing, this was a tune lasting all of three or four minutes 
tops (relatively short for a club set). We decided then and 
there to interview him for my radio show (Hoodoo Hoedown 
WHPK-FM, 88.5, Mondays from 5:30 to 6:30, specializing ir 
rockabilly, R&B, and anything else that might fit that bill, 
including its’ sixties successors, garage-punk and soul). It 
would have made great promotion for sure, as he was 
appearing at the Chicago Blues Festival the weekend after 
the radio show. 

Getting there was half the fun. We arrived at his 
house on the South Side of Chicago to pick him up. As it 
turned out, he'd left a message at my place that he'd already 
lit out for the Checkerboard Lounge on 43rd St. We 
hightailed it over there in the semi-legendary Patnermobile, 
it was just like out of some old Western movie. We got out of 
the car, the afternoon sun is blood red and going down, and 
the BLR enters the picture from the opposite side of the 

street with a facial expression that read “you varmints better 
git outta this cotton’ pickin’ town by sundown”. Meantime, 
the locals are across the street at the Checkerboard 
wondering just what could those guys want with this would- 
be cowboy? In a matter of seconds, the BLR hisseff is 
holding down the backseat, I'm riding shotgun, and Patner’s 
at the wheel, on our way to the WHPK studios. Waiting for 
us is our friend Karl, and one of the guys in ‘HPK’s sports 
department, who turned out to be a big blues fan and just 
happened to be hanging around the studio that afternoon. 
We decide that the four of us, devoted fans all, would make 
it one big party and interview the Ranger for the last thirty 
minutes of the show. Five men, two mikes. Seth and | 
hovered around one mike, while the other three had the 
remaining mike (with the BLR specially placed in front of it, 
of course). The Ranger settled down in the chair, we 
introduced him, and that big voice came beaming out over 
Hyde Park: “OH YEAH.....sounds nice, | AM A MAN!” 

Our man wasted no time getting down to business. 
The condensed cereal-box version of his story: “I was raised 
in Denver, Colorado----| was born in Jackson, Mississippi, 
but in my time before | became the Black Lone Ranger, | was 
a ranch hand on my uncle’s plantation, and so they raised 
me from----| wasn’t no more ‘n’....nine years old. When | got 
up to 21, | was listenin’ at the radio at the Ranger”----the 
more commonly-known White Lone Ranger, I’m assuming--- 
-"....and so far on. And, during the time, like | said, | was a 
ranch hand. When | became 22, | became as the Black Lone 
Ranger. And like | said before, | will BE the Black Lone 
Ranger, and no one will be able to be qualified, and | will 



wear this mask until it never leaves. (7) So, God bless y'all 
until we meet again. And HI-YO SILVER, A-WEEEEEEEE!”" 

Apparently, at first he thought that that was all we 
wanted out of him, but we weren't going for that shit---we 
wanted more. It seems he’d always been into Western 
folklore growing up in Colorado, but music hadn't entered 
his consciousness until he hit the Chicago pavement in the 
fifties. The oldest of nine, he had relatives here in Chicago, 
and it was under the auspices of Muddy Waters that he first 
met the blues, which sort of figures, because he has been 
known to have a modest two-song repertoire, both of them 
Muddy Waters songs. His first blues show in a Chicago 
nightclub was at the Heatwave on State St. in the early 
fifties. But somewhere down the line, he supposedly 
performed clear across the globe. The BLR talking again:”! 
was travelin’ around then, different places....and when | 
went to Europe, Germany, Switzerland, Spain, Canada 
(performing)....... AM AN ACTOR, BLUES SINGER, AND 
ALSO | AM THE BLACK LONE RANGER.” Oh really, | 
thought you were Chubby Checker! At odd intervals, he 
would get on an identification kick, peppering every 
Statement with “| AM..... THE BLACK LONE RANGER’, only 
adding to the madness. A question about some of the 
people he performed with was answered with him meeting 
Muddy Waters, but then sidetracked into a boast about his 
acting and singing skills, plus the fact that he does “a lot of 
things for kids, block parties, birthday parties, whatever, 
when I'm called, | try to be there.” A question about his 
handgun tricks yielded this nugget:"I began that, too, in my 
younger days, see, doing tricks, performing, acting, 
singing, rodeos, different places over the country. But like | 
said before, and | will say it again, | AM the legend of the 
Black Lone Ranger. And | am the blues singer, and | will sing 
the blues till | never needs this mask. HI-YO SILVER!” 

Orion once claimed in an interview that he ate, 
Slept, and jugged women wearing one of his many masks, 
but the BLR truly walks it like he talks it and I'm a living 
witness. He usually takes public transportation, and even 
then he wears the full Ranger regalia, mask, hat, and all. 
“You might not believe this, but it true....ever since | put this mask on, | promised myself I'd never reveal it.....and | ain't 
never revealed it for anybody.....no one. Only time | reveal 
my mask is at home....with my family. But, no one sees my face in public so far, but my wife and my friends----girlfriends- 
----after | got separated and divorced, got a girlfriend, she 

don't wanna see my face(!)---but in public, no one sees my 
face. No, | never reveal my mask....1 AM the Black Lone 
Ranger.” According to him, he's had the selfsame mask 
since he first decided to adopt that persona. And to hear 
him tell it, he might as well be the original Lone Ranger. “I 
was the Black Lone Ranger before (the more well-known 
Lone Ranger) came on TV.” Yeah, but what about the other 
Lone Ranger’s shots on the radio and in the movies? I'll 
move on: “I was 22, he was 35. | became the Black Lone 
Ranger, | was twenty-two years old. I'm 64 now (in 1992). 
Now | got equipments at the house what | brought from 
Denver, Colorado that no one ever seen. Holsters, brass. 
Silver bullets, everything that go with it, | GOT IT.” He even 
has his trusty “hoss”, Silver---two separate horses kept in 
respective stables in Mobile, IL and Denver, CO. 

Asked what changes he’d seen in the blues since he 
Started, he replied with a vague Willie Dixon “blues-is-the- 
facts-of-life” answer that didn’t quite come off:"Biues is the 
image. (?) When | say blues is the image, blues is the main 
key....of the blues. (227) And | AM the blues man. The Black 

Lone Ranger. | sing the blues any way | tell it....see it. 
Anywhere I go.” Speaking of Dixon, he and another local 
blues legend, B.B. Odom, died roughly around the same 
time, and the memory of their deaths was still recent and 
reverberating, at the time of the interview. “Well, during the 
time, | met Dixon about 3 or 4 times but that been a few 
years ago, and he had----see, | don't know where he was 
before and after, where he went...look like me and him got 
away from each other, so, when | knowed anything, he had 
passed away. | did a show for his funeral, in front of the 
Checkerboard, on that big stage. After they brought the 
body by, they saw me performing, they stopped for a while 
and took pictures...and then, ‘bout a few seconds, they 
moved the casket on by.” He was a little bit closer to Odom: 
"B.B.....1'll tell you about B.B.”, he mused. “B.B. was a great 
singer, great performer, and he wasn't jealous. Anywhere 
he plays, he would say, ‘Lone Ranger, I’m playin’ here and 
I'm playin’ there. | want you to be there.’ Wherever he be----I 
don't have to be there, he take me with him, come by 
Checkerboard....I'd ride with him......1'll tell you one thing 
about B.B.....he alright with me, I'll tell you one thing, but he 
always mess with my bullets. But he puts ‘em back. And | 
went to the funeral, and he had a great big funeral....1 went 
there, viewed the body, and almost left a silver bullet in his 
casket, but | changed my mind.” 

At a couple of different points in the show, he sang 
his two songs---acapella versions of “Mannish Boy” and 
“You Shook Me”, which sounded strangely coherent. 
Between the transcript of the show and the demo tape he 
had on him, this was as close as he’s come to making a 
record. “I didn't have a band of my own to back me up to do 
them records. | made a record with the Chi-Town Hustlers & | 
ain't heard from ‘em since, | don't know what happened.” At 
the time, he was gigging regularly with the All-Bubba Blues 
Band:"They the ones that brought me from some places | 
hadn't been. They bringin’ me on, they pushin’ me on. 
During the time ‘ore | met up with them, | was just goin’ 
out....the band book me with them, some of ‘em do, some 
of ‘em don't. | goes ‘round anyhow, and sit in.” But since he 
hooked up with All-Bubba, “they surrounded me, so [’m with 
them now!” 

After the show went off to a stomping finish with 
“Mannish Boy”, Seth, BLR, and | set out for Jimmy's 
Woodlawn Tap for their patented greaseburgers. Needless 
to say, having a 64-year old man dressed as the Lone 
Ranger will get you a lot of attention, and a lady at an 
adjoining table did recognize him. Driving him back to the 
Checkerboard, he started reminiscing about the fate 
Chicago R&B singer McKinley Mitchell, and broke into an 
spooky version of Mitchell's song “The End Of The 
Rainbow”, turning a slow-burning southern soul ballad into a 
way-back field holler. Wish | had a tape of that. Afterwards, a 
couple of dubs were made of the original master of the 
show, and local blues guitarist Rockin’ Johnny, upon 
hearing the two songs that the BLR did on the show, merrily 
exclaimed that it sounded like an Alan Lomax field 
recording! Will he make it to volume 77 of Genuine = 
Houserocking Music on Alligator, croaking “Wang Dang 
Doodle” with that year’s Stevie Ray Vatighan behind him? 
Will he ever make it to Conan O'Brien’s late-night gabfest, 
joining the ranks of Jimmy Rogers (the Chess bluesman), 
Dick Dale, and Sleepy LaBeef, who also did the show? He _ 
is.....the Black Lone Ranger, and it’s good to have him gaif”* 
around. ,— ¥ — 
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; F BER 9) lie Who's to say who are the madmen and who are the geni in thi | aoe ame € geniuses in this crazy world we live in. I'll let you, the reader, decide wh papa regs nai only as Skimask fits in. Though his bands Skimask and the Backcines and Towpath eeu acd a aes Earache fell through) their music is heard in the tri-state area on his cable access show Thunderbird Theatre (Channel! 18 Buffalo Tuesdays 10:30 and channel 27, Norwalk, CT. Thursdays 1 0:30) and video copies circulate around the country. He also has a zine, 

anes the store eas aan easter on 7 i e a on more outlets to spread his philosophies as we speak. As I 
’ ng a slow, deliberate voi i ; 

obscene phone call. Read on, gentle reader, and decide if it, in fact, was a sucky like a por theatre floor brought to mind an 

Roctober: Who is Ski Mask? 
Skimask: Skimask was spawned from the hellish environment of 

Riverside, an industrial Catholic inbred community of Buffalo 
where the priests molest the children and the factory workers 
pound the hell out of you if you look even a little bit different. 
And, uh, Skimask lives in a place called The Pisshole over near 
Public School 65. Kids, they'd all take a leak down there and 
that's why it was called The Pies Hole, and Ski Mask would fill 
it up with about 20 shopping carts that he found on the street 
from various department stores and he would live down there 
and hurl rocks at people who'd come down there and disturb 
him. 
R: What does the ski mask represent? 
Skimask: Uh, well when you have a mask on you can actually be 
who you are. When you don't have a mask on you're actually 
wearing a disguise. You can get away with singing what you 
want when you have a mask. You can get away with spray 
painting graffiti, doing anything you want to people. They'll 

know who you are from the mask but they won't be able to track 

down your government imposed forced identity, with a name 

your parents gave you that actually means nothing, that you 

didn't pick. An identity that was forced on you by scciety, that 
you didn't create yourself, so it's really not you. 
R: What about the Bucketmen? 
Skimask: The Bucketmen are my castrated subservient slaves. | 

drive around in my big 1979 Ford Thunderbird looking for 
slaves to emasculate. I pick them up on the side of the road, 
drive them back to Thunderbird Ridge, desex them and 
indoctrinate them with Skimaskian philosophy and catechism 

classes and then they do my bidding. 
R: Who were the original Bucketmen? 
Skimask: Oh, they were a couple of stuffed dummies, but I really 
couldn't tell the difference and I turned buckets on their heads 
and since the drummer, Rhythm Ace, was actually a drum 
machine, it really didn't matter if he could move or not so I 

propped him up there. The other one didn't have a name. 
R: Tell us about the music of Skimask and the Bucketmen. 

Skieask: Oh, let's see. Skimask's father used to play his guitar 

and the Rhythm Ace machine through a Fender twin reverb 

amplifier. Then Skimask quickly stole it and started doing the 
same thing, but instead of doing lame cover songs of old 

standards, Skimask wrote perverted castration Rock, actually 

more like Disco or something. No one can really classify it. It 

sounds like records you get in the bargain bin at the Salvation 

Army where there's one guy playing a bunch of organs with a 

thythm box, only with really perverted lyrics. Also Skimask has 

another band called Towpath. It's named after the celebration 
held in Riverside Park for all the White Trash every year. There 
used to be a path along the Niagara River, renamed by me The 
Riverside Sea, and there were tons of bars there where the 
workers could get real drunk and beat each other up and they'd 
catch wharf rats and have wharf rat fights and bet their 
paychecks on it. But then they tore it up to put the freeway 
through, and all the White Trash got real mad, so to appease 
them they decided to have a celebration in Riverside Park where 
local Masons would cook sausage and they'd set up a Tilt A 
Whirl and a Ferris wheel that would fall apart and Styx and 
Joumey and Triumph tribute bands would play on the 
grandstand. 
R: And do Towpath all where masks? 
Skimask: Boy do we. Currently we have this guy The Goat Lord 
who we abducted...he was having a black mass in Riverside Park 
one night, he's our singer now. He likes to stick things up his 
orifice, so to speak, on stage. 
R: What else are you working on? 
Skimask: Well there's the Riverside Art Scene zine that Skimask 
publishes with the help of The Bishop of Riverside. The Bishop 
of Riverside is actually a Catholic Bishop, but he's also a 
vampire and he runs the diocese of Riverside. And he's a very 
special vampire in that seeing that he's a Catholic Bishop he can 
tum wine into the blood of Christ anytime he wants so therefore 
he doesn't have to sleep all day and go out and bite people's 
necks ‘cause he can just make blood whenever he feels like it. 
And that he does. He started a holy inquisition of purge here in 
Riverside of all non Catholics who he wants to rid the theocracy 
of, seeing as Riverside is actually it's own republic with it's own 
culture that does not answer to the government of Buffalo. New’ 
York State or the United States, even though some people would 
like to think so. There's no place on earth like Riverside. We 
have no food stores or restaurants. All we have are bars 
piZzenas, more bars, drugstores and funeral homes. 
R:Tell me about Halloween in Riverside. 
Skimask: Oh, it's a sorry night indeed-Skimask, The Goat Lord 
The Bishop of Riverside, the Bucketmen and all of Towpath 20 
out and hassle kids, jump out from behind trees, take their candy 
beat them to a pulp, bury them in, like, shallow graves with their 
heads sticking out, throw rotten pumpkins and teach them a 
lesson. ie 
R: What are you teaching them? 
Skimask: Catholic discipline. ae 
R: Finally, any messages for our readers? $a¥ 
Skimask: Don't sell out to the man! cee 
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The Diesel Queens, very oan with the Maximum Rocknroli 

\ crowd, are the West Coast's Punk assed current kings of disgustingness 

Das Klown . 

ittle Debbie is an Athens, GA _ *. alien invaders from 

bunk trio performing in dresses \\° 

: pwith paper bags over their heads. 
(earth-based in Chicago) 

playing Grindcore/Noise. 
Members: 

A Fokkir (right) 
Clit Fig 

and 
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ecw it is a very young ee ty or s . : “if successful masked performer of all time is 
I hear), mysterious West Coast sessionman Barney the Purple Dinosaur. Last year h 
and solo performer who is shy, so he made more dough than anyone in the 
performs in a white mask with a Kentucky entertainment biz. Apparently, the dude 
Fred Chicken bucket over his head. A inside the purple is Black, and Klan 
variation is the "headless look" bucket, members are now 
shown on the right. A guitar hero, he protesting and 
possesses not only talent for speed, but 
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amazing artistic ability as well. As Pedro | \pissed that their 
Bell puts it: "A lot of guys can play 6,000 | s Lt ane kid hi 
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The Go Nuts play Superhero Food Music. 
Left to Right: Donut Hole (organ ) 

Cap'n Cornnut Bence) Donut Prince (Drums/  ; 
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r J: Yes? 

_ bands in the sixties just started to do stupid gimmicks, like 

M: "Cause they couldn't play. It was a way to get noticed 

‘ without being able to play. That’s why we wear masks. 

- M: Thanks a lot! You know, one time I was talking to this 

_ band, The Mouse Folk, from Engiand, and I said “have you 

. guys considered wearing mouse ears and a little mouse nose 

‘ went right down the tubes. Released a couple of records 

Tht : J: They'd be running things if they had the noses on. 

| M: Seet Any band that's stupid enough to do something 1.5 
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Two of the most popular masked bands in the underground over the last 

few years have been The Mummies and The Phantom Surfers. Hailing 

from the left side of the country, both bands hit the scene around 1990 

or so. The Mummies broke up a couple of years later, but their cult 

popularity has had them bandage up and go overseas to play since. The 

Surfers are still going strong. The Mummies play raw garage-punk trash 

music that's been described (in Wipeout! zine) as "like The Sonics woke 

up 20 years later wrapped in toilet paper with wasps buzzin’ in their 

toilet paper bonnets and they all forgot how to play (and) it all pissed 

them off." The Surfers play their instruments a little better, which is 

good ‘cause their an instrumental band. They combine surf, drag and 

exploitation flick soundtrack styles and have recently turned their 

energies towards creating a new musical genre for model car racing 

hobbyists. Beyond spiritual kinship, the two bands also share a few 

members, one of whom, Maz, briefly spoke with us about his take on 

masking. 
Jake: What are some significances to you about performing in a mask? 

Maz: Well, you can act like a complete fool. It's like being 

in a theater. And you're totally out of character. 

J: So it's a lot different than you'd normally act. 

Maz: Well yeah, I guess. It's kind of like "Batman", you 

know, like one day you're just a normal joe, the next day- 

the next minute-you're dressed up in skivvies. But, you 

know, I've got to tell you, I've been in a couple of bands 

that wore masks...(dramatic pause) 

<n Bwge sew sare © 

Surfers 

M:...and I just think it's because I'm ugly. 

J: [don't know about that. 

M: That's a whole new angle for you. You know, a lot of 

masks, to get attention. 
J: Why do you think so many garage bands did it? 

J: I'm not gonna fight you on that. 

with whiskers?", and they thought I was crazy. And they 

and disappeared. 

like that to attract attention deserves to get the attention. 



Pit'sbull records is a division of the mighty mad dog 66 empire 

PBR (Pit’sbull Records), our slight experimental not really punk non-hip second label with more stuff nobody understands : 

(PBROOY) = : 
es Pit'sBull mailorder USA : send a SASE to Bovine in Madison. 

Splintered Hilt We also got a 44 pg mailorderlist with tons of vinyl, some Cd's, mags, 
trading cards and a lot of comments. Overseas and Holland : send 

Splintered also has an exclusive an IRC, Belgium send a stamp of 16 Bf. List is free in rest of Europe. 

ee ie pan prea “= Splintered and No Tomorrow Charlie will hit Europe for a first 

Clawhammer and Chicago's tour from oct 5-16 and will go to such exotic places as 

Stokastikats who were on the flexi | Denmark, Belgium, Germany, Switserland and France. 

with Highball mag 

PBR 0142 Fuck that weak shit vol 3 

with Thug + Unholy Swill 

+ Garment Bladder (all US) 

' + Designer (+Swits) (nov) 

PBR 013 Unholy Swill (oct) 
PBR 014 Fuck that weak shit vol 4 

with Cosmonauts Hail Satan 

(UK) + Monoshock (US) + 

PBR 001 Fruitcake : Anna Marina Check out our new label : 2 or 3 other bands 

jae oe tat mene DBB (Death By Blowjob) the label with the explicit logo PBR 015 Anal Babes/Brainbombs 

Schwermut Forest/Frurtcake) Strangulated BeatOffs “Days of our lives” Ip/cd. Mad Dog 66 Empire 

(vinyl strictly itd to 500) c/o Kris Verreth 

All new tracxs, no stuff that is on the comp Cd on Behemoth, we announced it for Tervuursestwg 1 h 

a long time but now we finally got the mastertapes in, so expect it out around 

PBR 003 First Things First 
second to none 

PBR OO4 Drunks with Guns/Panty Boy 
PBR OOS Fuck that weak shit vol 2 dbl 7° 

PBR 006 No Tomorrow Charte/ 

Twerdodeb db! 7” october. Strangulated Beat offs are entirely the works of Fritz and Stan (of Drunks 1820 Perk - Belgium 
PBR 007 No Tomorrow Charlie with Guns fame} out of St Louis. This is what happens if you mix dope & soap Tel +432 2 75191 46 

God's Muzak opera's, this is way way out, like ambient for punks, like what you listen to when 

PBR 010 BBQ Young/BunnyBramns split you're too stoned to dance... PPD prices from Mad Dog 66 Empire (don't order Fax ++32 2 75157 85 
PBR O11 Antseen Masters of the sky before late october!): Cd/Ip inside EEC: $ 15/13, outside EEC: $ 13/12. 

a 

DISTRIBUTION : Our records are available through these fine folks : Cargo USA + UK, Subterranean USA, Get Hip USA, Heatwave Music Greece, Groovy Eyes France (DD only), Helter Sketter Italy, Running Circle Span. You can abo 

get it from the finer mailorders in the world such as : Get Hip, Blackwck, Vacuum, Bovine, Homo Habits... (USA), 4th Dimension + Fish Eye + Vinyl Vaults (UK), Katakomb, Vicious Circle, SOLR, Amanita... (France), X-Mist, Soundfiat, 

Outer Limits, Malibu, Crypt, Kollaps... (Germany), Goofin’ Records, Gaga Goodies, Trashcan, ARR. (Finland), Lovebuzz(Holland), Spiral objective (Aus), Wallabies, 1¢2. HG Fact ... Uap), That's Entertamment(Norway), Sacro 

Egoismo(Austria), Voodoo Rhythm(Swiss), Thomas Envali(Sweden) 1 think it's clear, only stores/mailorders who suck don’t carry our stuff... (European) labels | we tradel Get in touch if you want us to carry your stuff in our mailorder, 

though of course, vinyl only, no Cd's please! Mailorderprices for 7"s see Demolition Derby ad! 

Demolition Derby records is a division of the mighty mad dog 66 empire 

MAD DOG 66 EMPIRE C/O KRIS VERRETH, TERVUURSESTWG 1H, 1820 PERK BELGIUM, TEL 32 2 751 91 46, FAX 32 2 751 57 85 

Yes, incredible but true, Demolition Derby has put out a bunch of totally non-hip euro bands & actually believes you are going to buy them * 

Demolition Derby Backcatalog i | 3 ae 
WQ-. = 2 Farout... like t’m still orbiting 

igh. | : ; = 3 (comp ep with Grey Spikes(US), 

gee So 
os Oo. +e BG > Fifi & the Mach I!(Jap), Dirty 

NOY EY ee = eee <= Balthazarts (B) & Th’Lunkheads 

NE ae \\eue ae 4 (at a\ (UK) (sept). Later on full Dirty 

Rs fe a : a = coos Ea Balthazarts ep. 

brass a 
sae? pp007 

Sin Alley Now put on your Apemen Campus Tramps 

DDOO02 Monomen/Apemen face and join the race 

DDO05 A-bones from us, plus check out new ep’s 

DDOOI Southern Culture on Homo Habilis (US), Screaming 

on the Skids : ; . are 

soidout, but we reserved a 
Apple (Ger) & FFFascination (Fr). 

few copies for the quick mail- 
In the works : Vice Barons 10"/Cd 

order customers (list alt’s!) 
for end of the year, 

Plus ODO17 Vice Barons/ Huevos 

Rancheros split 7”. 

ee 
Amazing surf, get their first 2 ep’s 
for same price as a regular DD 7” 

Mailorderprices 
(Postpaid worldwide) : 

oF 495-3: 

; SUE is OM NCEE eal Cd ded oe (D020) SaEaEeeaenrs) Comma carl yase pL. 
; OMIBEyS 5% also offer you these [MAD DADDYS| “pill Pay Fee Lal Electric Frankenstein 

ez ; domestic bands to \ Rs eae Also coming : 

Double 7’s count as two !i satisfy your needs a Oo oo a eginning of our new ) 

If you want rates for other amounts vy rT owe & Cli : punkrocksenes, Lazy DDO13 PANTY BOY (Hol) 

write with IRC. a ae FG Cowgirls meet Teen DDO015 ANAL BABES (Nor)/ 

(00016) ' | AS | Generate, from BRAINBOMBS (Sw) 
Distributed by Cargo USA & UK. aa ee ary ma el. bho ch . 

Helter Skelter Italy, Groovy Eyes Mad Daddys/ ’ , New Jersey, debut 7 DDO19 DIRTY 

France (D. Derby only), Mad Dog 66 Devil Dogs a , E via Dutch East) (sept) BALTHAZARTS (B) 

Empire Benelux. 
Af 

Rest of the world, get in touch! 
DD022 COWSLINGERS (US) 

+DDO12 Man or Astroman?: 

brain of the cosmos ep 

i ae a ee Te 

* tf your lame local stores won't stock our stuff, order direct or get it from Get Hip mailorder, 

Cargo mailorder, Bovine or Blackjack & selected others. 
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in strangeness by their apparel-Yellow girls cheerleaders jerseys over white bed sheets making ghost costumes. Rumor has it that Canuck prankster Nardwuar the Human Serviette has something to do with this band. A country away, Chicago's Goblins descended on Halloween 1992 and have been playing their unique, rockin’ spooky garage tunes since! They appear on the Roctober 7" compilation. The members are Slink Moss on guitar, The Phantom Creeper on Vocals, ey) ia on bass (replacing the beautiful and legendary Julien Marche) and The Unknown er, floor tom (he's a one drum Goblin). Their shows are noted for the music's powers which cause The Phantom Creeper to hypnotizingly pulsate to the ancient mystical rhythms. We asked the two Goblin troupe 
WHO ARE THE GOBLINS? 

Thee Goblin: Thee Goblins were formed in 1991 at a Value Slink Moss: A mysterious Chicago é hand: Village in Bellingham, WA, while we were searching through NK Wioss: A my go Garag the Women's Uniforms section. Thee Goblins are: Thee Goblin, organ. The Goblin, drums. We have two 8 Tracks out The Phantom Creeper: We are the greatest masked Horror- (no joke) available for $6 ppd (each) to POB 27021, 1395 bully quartet in the greater Chicagoland area. To our 

s the same questions, and here's what we got... 

Marine DR. West Vancouver, BC V7T 2X8 Canada. | knowledge. 
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE ACT? 

bats. The Unknown Drummer: If you come to See us you can 
TG: Well, we wear wo-nens University of Washington Sap you c cheerleading jerseys overtop of white sheets and we can play expect a healthy dose of gritty Spookabilly. I say that instead about 7 instrumental numbers. of Horrorbilly because I think we explore the spook side of things more than the horror side. 

WHAT DOES HALLOWEEN|MEAN TO THE GOBLINS? 
Manny Goblin (The pompous Goblin): Halloween is the TG: Halloween scares Thee Goblins cause on Oct. 31 1993 we Goblin's day of celebration, we are here for that day. We were got in a bad car crash (a drunk driver rammed our van after a spawned for Halloween. Noone else comes close. A bit gig in Victoria, BC [witching/occult capitol of Canada].) egotistical, but when you're a Goblin you can be egotistical. Hopefully the fucker that hit us willPA Y! 
The Phantom Creeper: Of course, like our song “It's 
Halloween" says, to us it's Halloween every night of the year. 

> 

WHY THE MASKS? WHAT!DO THEY REPRESENT? a ne 
The Unknown Drummer: My identity 1s ee 

1 with our ide are all that matters. My drumsticks are a bed a a ae invisible threads to the Phantom Creeper and like jerseys! 
a marionete he dances to my whims. Or vise versa. 

» WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT ANOTHER BAND BEING CALLED THE GOBLINS? 

The Phantom Creeper: The Goblins aren't just a band, were a 
species-an ancient species. Other goblin combos are our 
relatives. Pity the souls of any band using the name ‘Goblin 
however, who 1s not true Goblins. 

ANY MESSAGES FOR OUR READERS? 

The Unknown Drummer: Listen carefully; for new sounds 11 

your bedroom, on your turntable and down your street! 

ds called Goblin, : Over the years there have been many bands. 
roar asian! Why not start a local chapter in your town? 

TG: Keep on rawkin' in the free world, and have a good lunch! . 
Slink Moss: Keep on creeping! 
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the FUCKERS of? 
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FACE TO FACE -FAT SIS 
“DON'T TURN AWAY” 

CD, LP. CS 
$10.00. $8.00, $# OO 

} 
thd i e. hte oy G 
he 1 RU a FACE TO FACE - FAT 511 

“DISCONNECTED " 

7 INCH 54.00 

a Ph, 
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STRUNG OUT - FAT 517 

“ANOTHER DAY IN PARADISE" 

O76), 1b)2s TORS 
9 100 010 roto 010 ct. 010) 

NOFX - FAT 514 
“DON'T CALL ME WHITE” 

LAGWAGON - FAT 513 

7 INCH -- $4.00 

“TRASHED” 
GDRELAGS 

roe 10010 Futura 010 Reto 010) 

ALL PRICES 
OREIGN U.S. POSTAGE PAID FAT WRECK CHORDS P.O. BOX 460144 SAN FRANCISCO CA 94146 ann 905, Or bone 
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UNDERSTANDING DEATH 
by Thinning-the-herd 

The music of the next century isn't played-it's practitioned. Blackmetal and Death Metal have begun to conquer Poland, the U.S., Norway (especially), 

Behemoth-Polanc Anciert-Norway ™ 

"I am Indeed evil in the eyes of Christians. But as you say, there is no 
evil. When studying my own tongue, I found that we had no word for 
evil before the Christians came to our lands desecrating our soil with 
their foul arts. 
We had only words for good and bad. We might be merciless, brutal or 
whatever, but it's not evil. For some it is bad, for others good. Evil is 
a Chnstian word, and it's as unreasonable as the religion it comes 
from. 
Stil, | am evil for them. Let them degenerate with their infant 
stupidities. I will evolve with the laws of nature. There is always a 
good in anything bad." 

--Varg Vikemes 

Varg Vikernes is the real name of a Norweigan musician known to his 
fans as Count Grishnackh. Currently in jail in Oslo, Norway, the 
Count has been charged with one count of first degree murder, four 
counts of church arson, one count of attempted theft and storage of 
150 kg of dynamite, two counts of grave desecration and several 
others including ritual rape. He just recently pleaded guilty to the 
murder charge, tn which he stabbed the lead singer of his band in the 
head many times. 

Count Gnshnackh is a rock star for the 90's. Welcome to the 
hyper culture of Black Metal. Welcome to the end of the first two 
millenia of the Roman calender. Welcome to a form of youth 
expression pushed to extremes by an all-consuming mediamediocnty. 

When a superstar guilty of child molestation can save face by 
the arranged marriage to the daughter of a posthumous icon and it's 
accepted by the general public, that sets a new standard for the 
underground, don't it. 

Black Metal can only rebel by killing humanity and ultimately 
itself. 
WHAT ELSE CAN WE FUCKING DO BUT TAKE OUR OWN LIVES 
WHEN THERE IS NOTHING LEFT TO TAKE?! 

Unconsciously knowing that there was nothing left to believe 
in, the progenitors of Black Metal began to vomit a music and 

Germany and the rest of the world. But what lies beneath the "corpse paint" on the faces of these musicians? Lets take a look into the future... 
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lifestyle that contained all the opposites of what was expected of 
them, and their final blow was to do it with a RELIGIOUS FERVOR. 
The key to understanding or appreciating Death Metal and Black Metal 
is.in those words: Unconscious and Religious. The wealth of aural and 
visual material contains certain conspicuous patterns: Morbid 
fascination. A desire to relive/escape to the distant past. A rejection of 
insttutionalized religion in favor of a variety of polytheistic 
interpretations. All of this has a mysteriously strong appeal to today's 
disenfranchised youth in every continent on earth. Because the Death 
culture is the battle cry of a mass unconscious. Most of the fans don't 
know what it is that draws them with anomolous dedication to the 
music, so I have to tell you. Death is the most popular youth music 
today. Its incredible popularity is a secret because that's how they like 
it. Potent negativity is Death's immune system to the virus of societal 
acclimation. In other words, every day they've got to out do the 
fuckupedness of the previous day in a race against normalcy. That is 
how it is now. That is how a handful of Norweigan guys are compelled 
to outdo the output of their respective bands and start a collective 
called the Norweigan Inner Circle. The Inner Circle is the difference 
between words and action. No longer satisfied with lyrical attacks, 

Count Grishnackh of Mayhem, Fenriz of Darkthrone, and Demonaz of 
Immortal decided to enact their beliefs with over thirty church 
burnings totaling 1 percent of the Churches in their country. Most of 
them have been incarcerated, but there are always new recruits inspired 
by decisive zeal amid an indifferent culture. Inspired by a music who's 
very design prevents maturity: play as fast as possible for as long as 
possible. Regurgitate your larynx on every syllible and symbol. 
Apply "corpse paint"(frightening white and black face makeup) and 
leathers with long nails projecting from them. Kill band members or 
yourself, 

I saw the seminal speed metal! band Slayer at the Milwaukee 
Death Fest. They've been kicking ass for over a decade. After each 
song the band paused uncharactenistically to catch their breath. 
Approaching their thirties, they had barely the sufficient stamina for 
their own material. 
Welcome to Death. 
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A Few MASKED 
CLASSICS FROM 
my ARCHIVES - AND 

SSICS TO 
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tha s/t(Rugburn Records POB 408130 Chicago, 
1 e640. 8130 If Ozzy or Lemmy had started 
Lollapalooza maybe this alterna-Jane's Addiction 

ining disease wouldn't have infected the kids of 
, and they'd be free to ROCK! These boys need 

that freedom. . 

Andrew minicomic (25 cents, Dan Acton 695 
Natoma Dr. Elgin, IL 60120) I thought Punk'nhead — 

was the pank rock Archie, but it looks like Andrew is! 

Angora Digest magazine ($3.50, c/o Julie Burliegh, 
4241 N. Mozart, Chicago, IL 60618) Comics as high 
art...and it's high time! ing our faves: Archer 
(Sof Boy") Prewitt, Chris (Jimmy Corrigan) Ware, 
Brian (fancy art boy) Calvin and others. 

Animal Review zine ($1, c/o Nell Zink 81 Grand om 
#4 Jersey , NJ) Not only does he review anima 
Sr anes ind exons cbot kee 
Critters are definitely punker than rock stars. 

The Apemen "Percolator Stomp"b'w"E! 
Tortura"(Estrus) Belgian simian instrumental rock at 
it's finest. This 45 doesn't have a bside. It's divided 
into "side A" and “side 1". Neither one plays second 
FyeCol (om Comete)erevch mcmereldeb hele 

Armadillos in Heat zine ($2, 1113 W. 31st Austin, 
TX) If you think a cartoon of two armadillos fucking 
is funny you might like this “humor” mag. 

Baby Split Bowling News zine ($2.50 POB 7205 
MPLS., MN 55407)Folktales, philosophies, 
functionality and fun concerning the sport of the 
people. It'll get you out of the gutter! 

Bad Trip zine ($3.75, 4325 John Westley Dr. Dallas, 

GA.) Bruce Ciero spreads the garage-punk gospel in 

this righteous mag, featuring fine rekkid reviews by 
Bruce and Chicago illustrator John Battles, who 
draws, among other things, fliers for some of the 
better punkabilly shows to hit town. 

bell jar or Belle Jar "Dear Mom"+3 (eMpTy POB 
12034 Seattle, WA 98102) From the alternate 
spellings on the sleeve and the label I thought this 
band might be kinda bell hooks meets The Belle 
Stars. I guess I was relieved to be wrong, as what we 
have here are three femmes playing dreamy, 
hypnotizin tunes with just enough teeth to bite you 
just that much. Hummingly disturbing. 

Belirays "In The Light Of The Sun"(V ital Gesture, 

POB 46100 LA, CA 90046) Passable, deceat Soul 

oriented Rock that I missed coming and going. If 
you're familiar with Annie Lennox and Aretha . 
Franklin's “Sisters are Doing It For Themselves", Tina 
Tumer's stuff from the last 10 years, or even Steve 
Winwood's “Roll With It” you've got a handle on 
what this stuff (sorta) sounds like. 

Bent "Nothing Grows Here Anymore...” (Grass)! 
can't think of any specific good thing to say about 
this, but I want to, you know, like if your fnend's 

A ae NEW MASKED 
CL 

band were ok and you were trying to like them, and 
they didn’t suck, but they just weren't your thing? 
Maybe you dont know. 

Big Sandy & his Fly Right Boys "Down at Jake's 
Barbershop" (No Hit 1 Hazelwell Rd. London SW15 
6LU England) The swangin’est Rockabilly goin’, a- 
causing some uncontrollable dancing feets from West 
to Easts, and doing it with class and dignity. 

Bisquit “Songs from Sock-O* (Icon, POB 1746 Royal 
Oak MI 48068) The guitar sound and the ethereal girl 
voice make up good background music for giving (or 
getting) an indie rock massage. 

Black Sheep zine ($2.50 POB 10087 Knoxville, TN 
37939) Really nice music zine with no attitude, a 
phe feel and alot of innocence. The kids are 

right! 

Blazers "The Masked Grandma” b’w "Summer 
Session" (Dot) Masked madness from the same label 
responsible for The Phantom. Both sides are top 
notch R&R instros that'll sound great next to Jackie | 
and the Cedrics, but the "masked" side is occasionally 
broken up by somebody yelling "THE MASKED 
GRANDMA! BRING BACK THAT JAM(?!?)!" 
‘Rock and Roll alive and well in May 1964 (the date is 
night there on the label!) 

Blink zine(Free, 16910 N. E 8th Ct. N. Miami Bch. 
FL 33162)Nice zine of bands you never heard of, 
writing and ranting and some Penthouse Forum 
prose, and you know that’s what you really like to 
read anyhow. 

Blow zine (stamps, 33022 Lake Huron St. Freemont, 
CA. 94555) zine filled with journal entries and 
and haunting, disturbed morbid cartoons. Teen angst 
rocks! I mean that sincerely. 

Blow Your Mind zine (Free ((of course)) Coleen 
1515S and a half Gillespie St. Santa Barbara, CA 
93101) Perfect. Confusing layout, Weird inserts, 
stickers, typewriter and archaic printer text, teen angst 
poems, great rants equally as damning about child 
sexual molestation as about occasional seeds in 
seedless watermelon. Highly Recommended. 

Bomb The Suburbs by William Upski Wimsatt, 
book ($7, Subway & Elevated Press POB 377653 
Chi, 11. 60637) Wimsatt is a white Hip Hop scenester 
who on the one hand has paid his dues by being deep 
on the Chicago graffiti scene for at least 10 years as 
my math figures it. On the other hand, he's intelligent 
enough to not pretend to be totally “down wit da 
bruthas’, and is always cognizant of his place as an 
outsider in a culture of color. That's why his writing 
stands out. This collection of pieces from semi- 
underground and mainstream publications published 
over the last few years is not a collection of Rap CD 
reviews or sentenzez with wordz zpelled wiz Z's, as 
you might expect from some Hip Hop journalism. 
Rather, it's a book about racial theory, economic 
politics and interviews with various figures whose 
intelligent (and contradictory) manifestos are a 
window to the inner city that lets in a lot more light 
than your TV's racist news broadcasts. The only 
weakspot in the book is his shouldabeenleftout 
conclusion where he comes off as a moderate Bill 
Clinton of Hip Hop talking about “juggling” 
contradicting truths. It makes sense, but the pieces 
speak for themselves. Highly recommended. 

Bottleshock, Empty Bottle, Chicago. On the eve of 
Woodstock's 25 yr. reunion, a fest that actually 
mattered hit the hog butcher. The mostly Estrus label 
garage acts that tore up the Ukrainian Village over 
those two nights included Michigan's incredible 
Hentchumen, who dressed in customized highschool 
sweaters and looked about 15 years old, tearing up 
their organ based party rocknroll. Memphis’ dazed 
and amused Oblivions played a sloppy, fucked up, 
just nght set and the Lone Star state's punk Blues 
combo Jack O'Fire foliowed up with an awesome 
AM car radio in the desert sound quality. The 
headliners on night one were Man..Or Astroman?, 
from “a little place...called outer space.” A live set as 
good as a 77 KISS show, dig. That ain't no small! 
potatos. The second night had Chicago's own 
Mexican Doorbell. They almost messed up by 
having their lovely drummer almost play on beat, but 
then she sang a Suzy Quatro song, and her vocal style 
more than made up for her newfound drumming 
prowess. The next act was The Waste Kings, and 
they weren't too good, or I should say, they were too 

good. Their arrogant drumming and guitar sound was 
kind of boring in this showcase. They were followed 
up by the paycho Mortals, whose lead crooner is far 
from mortal, and the whole fest was finished off by 
chrome domed Estrus head honcho Dave Crider’s 
Monomen, who do what they do exactly how it's 
supposed to be done: Loud, drunk and sloppy. This 
type of music is some of the best mess goun’ right 
now, so if you don't know these combos, go out and 
git some platters ASAP. If I'm lyia' I'm dyia’. 

Brother Man comic(Big City Comics, P.O. Box 
166316, available at comic and Afrocentric 
shops)This is the best superhero comic being 
produced today because 1.)there’s almost no 
superheroing in it, mostly just character development, 
of the good and bad guys, 2.) It tells a good story, 
humorously and seriously and 3.) It's cool, baby. It's 
ail about Big City, the main Metropolis in an all Black 
world. Lend you mince? No my brother, you're gonna 
have to get vour own. 

Oscar Brown, Jr. "The Lone Ranger” b’w "Feel The 
Fire" (Atlantic) The great Mr. Brown's 1973 venture 
hatte macht candetencalcreMepltcpiem icicars is Atel mere lcm elesserslerelensns 
on racial politics by appropriating the joke where the 
Indians surround the Ranger & Tonto and after LR 
asks "What are we going to do?" Tonto answers 

"What vou mean we, white man?" This record broke 
in DC with a bullet and was on the charts when 
Atlantic pulled it, telling Brown it was because the 
Lone Ranger people threatened to suc, but who knows 
what was hidden bencath that mask of an excuse? 
Also of note, around the same time there was a record 
of Lone Ranger radio serials (Decca) repackaged 
toward the Woodstock generation by having a cartoon 
on the jacket based on the same joke. The original 
50's 10" pressings didn't have covers this balisy-three 
cheers for changing times. 

Bruce On A Stick zine ($2, c/o This Disaster, POB 
416 Tarrytown, NY 10591!) Definitely the best Bruce 
Campbell (Evil Dead, Brisco County, jr.) zine ever. 

Candy Machine "A Modest Proposal" (Skene, POB 
4522 St OPaul, MN 55104) Modest, indeed. 
Actually, OK, if you like churning, semi-grating indie 
rawk, but I'm pissed ‘cause the press kit said the last 
album “received fantastic press at every step of the 
line", when, in fact, I trashed it! Don't they know The 
King of Reviewland's word is like God's! Luckily I'm 
feeling like a kindhearted monarch today, so no 
careers will be crushed. And if you think this is self 
indulgent, remember. every review anyone does is an 
autobiography. It's never reaily about the band. 

Carnival De Carnitas “Crash/Bang” 7" LP (1573 N. 
Milwaukee #422 Chicago, IL 60626) I am unable to 
review this fairly: it's so wicked underground that I'm 
biased in its’ favor. A locked groove makes this 
noizak 7" a long play. 3 Broken stereo recievers, | 
broken CD player, a naptholen can, electric motorized 
bass, Skil vsr drill and string instrument make this 
Noizak™. Hand glued collage jackets make no two 
alike! 

Chip's Closet Cleaner zine ($3, 826 Aspen St. NW 
Washington, DC 20012-2510) Outstanding. The 
issue I got consisted of profiles of obsessive 
collectors, a huge index of Weekly World News 
stones, and a rundown of movies with dentist scenes 
in them. 

The Choir "Speckled Bird" (R-E.X. POB 25269 
Nashville, TN 37202)I usually dont have much 
opinion about this kind of easy listening Altermative 
rock, but this time | gotta say, any band based in 
Music City that calls a song “Speckled Bird" and 
doesn't relate it to Roy Acuff at all is on my shit list. 

Cool Spots, USA zine ($5 each state, Jerome Pohlen 
1351 W. Wilson, #1 Chi. IL 60640) Travel guides 
filled with freaky, and funky places to see in each 
state. Hefty with wax museums, ghost houses and the 
like. Get your fave state! 

Chris Connelly "shipwreck" (Wax Trax/TVT) Move 
over Prince...here comes Chns! He can make us 
dance or cry...or think 
Let me add, by the way, that apparently when a 
Roctober writer was researching this issue, the 
Reckless Records store clerks, Chris included, were 
the most knowledgeable of obscure acts and 
performers. 2nd Hand Tunes on Clark had two guys 
who couldn't even think of one masked group. 



Crank zine ($2, POB 1646 Phil, PA 19105-1644) Super slick looking ranter that at first I thought was 
another “Answer Me!" clone, but upon closer 
scrutiny, emerging from the bile and violence was 
something that genre usually lacks...a heart. Like an 
offensive, smelly onion, when you cut iato it it's power is let loose...and it might make you shed a tear. 

Criss "Cat #1" (TNT 16000 Venture, BLVD. Suite 
1105 Encino, CA 91436) I heard froma local 
musician who was in a band that toured with KISS in the day that Gene and Paul were total buisnessmen 
whose mom's packed their stuff for them and that 
Peter Criss and Ace were total drugged out wasted 
goofs. Well Peter and Acc are together again, with 
the Space Ace guesting on the Catman's new album 
with his youthful combo Criss (rhymes with KISS), 
The Cat always had a good Rock and Rol! rootsy 
singing voice, and the tracks in that vein are pretty 
fe efe Paste} calomel deter aciets dc pretty scary bad. O.K., but 
far from purtt-fect. Note: PC wears 1/2 his cat 
makeup on the cover, 

Cryptic Tymes zine ($5, 1011 Boren Ave. ste. 114 
Seattle, WA 98104 U.S.A.) Alan & Lisa are the bride 
aad Groom on top of a hellified wedding cake with 5 
sloppy tiers made of Garage, Psycadelic and 
Rockabilly, Surt & punk This mag is awesome 
because it covers the living legacy of this music by 
featuring contemporary acts from around the globe, as 
well as legends like the Wailers. Cut me a slice! 

The Cucumbers "Where We sleep Tonight* (Zero 
Hour 1600 Broadway ste. 701 NYC 10019) Definitely a band that would be better if they dressed up like 
their name. Not bad, nice melodies, but they are a 
marmied suburban couple-and they sound like it. 

Cute Girl, Board of Superheros, Death of Cynical 
Man minicomics, etc. (50 cents @ Not Available 
comics 3867 Bristow Detroit, MI 48212) I love all of 
Matt Feazell's perfectly drawn, f-ing awesome stick 
figure comix, but I especially groove on “Cute Girl", 
done with Karen Majewski, ‘cause it's got Polka in it. 

D zine ($1 13104 Colton La. Gaithersberg, MD 
20878)Nice little indie rock book with a few cool 
twists, like a review 
system based on how much he'd pay for the record 
and bad band names he's selling for $1 each. 

Dick Dale "Unknown Territory" (Hightone), live 
Cubby Bear. This album is as awesome as his last, 
adding power and majesty to the fantastic guitar 
flavors he created in the Surf heyday. Sorry to say I 
didn't dig his recent live set as much as his last few. 
He's finally recognized as a guitar god, and he acted 
like it, showing off more rather than simply 
entertaining us, but he was still impressive and the 
album's highly diggable. 

Dambuilders “Encendedor" (Eastwest, a Time 
Wamer company) So much kick they should be called 
Van Damme-builders!. But seriously folks, I actually 
like the dudes voice much better on sin gles when you 
only hear one or two in a row, but if you can't get the 
7°s I guess you can buy this. 

DangleComic (Drawa & Quarterly) Lloyd Dangle 
“* Gaitreally draw.: I've seen his work on Hallmarks, but 

- I muchrprefer his fucked_up drug and violence and 
* depression stuff in his strip "Troubletown".. This is 
auto-bio stuff and his rough-expressive style adds a 
lot of life to his life. It's Dangle-rific! 

Das Klown "#2" 7" ep(Triple X, POB 862529 LA,CA 90086-2529) Mentors-ish clown punk Maybe there's aie Nazi stuff in there too, but it's too garbled to tell. 

Deep Girl comic ($2 Ariel Bordeaux 573 Scott St. 
apt. L SF, CA (94) 17)Anyone who can take “Cathy” 
subject matter and handle it like Aline Kaminsky- 
Crumb is aces in my KaAL 

Dieselhead 7" ep (Amarillo)I wish these guys were 
oa “Hee Haw’. 

Dish “Mabel Sagittarius" (Eagine POB 1575 NYC 10009) It's all arty, and some girls singing her little melodies, and I don't like it. 

Dixie comics ($3.50, Mike Hunt Box 226 
Bensenville, IL 60106) Funny, pomy comics by Lisa Brosig about her character Dixie Do Mae (as in “do me"). The girl cant help it! 

Down By Law “Punkrockacademyfightson g” (Epitath 6201 Sunset Blvd suite 11 Hollywood, CA 90026) I guess this kind of melodic, pseudoclever puok stuff is well intentioned, but it's boring as hell and I think it sucks. Well, maybe not all of it, but this one for sure. 

Drag King "Miscegenation" b/w 
“Combustion/Spontaneous*(My Pal God 47 Hardy Dr. Princeton, NJ 08540) Noisy fucked up gems. 

Dr. John "Under A Hoodoo Moon" book (St. Martins Press) Some folks call him an eclectic New Orleans musical gumbo on two legs. Others think he's a bullshit white-Blues fixture known for crooning the theme from Blossom. No matter what, this 
autobiography does not shy away from down n’ dirty trash, telling us not only the growth of a musician, but also who screwed who and why. A classic book right up there with Chuck Berry's autobio. And you'll be running for your Bic pen or yellow highlighter, cuz those old time New Orleans expressions he uses are 
gonna lal! you. 
Dumb Luck minicomic ($1, Beth Johnson, 1703 
Hobard Wash. D.C. 20009) It's a funnybook and a 
work of art! Two teats in one! You really should get 
this. 

The Dummies “Rock Attack USA" 45 (eMpTy) They 
say heroin's making a big comeback. Well, I dunno, 
but Johnny Thunders would have liked this one I 
think, knowhudImean? 

Dumpsterland zine ($2, POB 267873 Chi. IL 60626- 
7873) Hefty, funny punk zine so punk it reviews 
suburbs. Now that's punk! 

Evil® zine($1.50, POB 148161 Chicago, IL 
60614)I'm not really "into" the whole serial killer 
craze, but this take on the true crime scene is so 
accessible and well written that you Just can't help but 
love mass murder, cannibalism and dismemberment 
just a litle 

Faxed Head "Necrogenometry" ep (Amarillo Records) This nucvo-grind quintet doesn't exactly qualify as masked Rocknroll, because their masklike features are only deformities ‘caused by bizarre accidents. Despite these "handicaps" they still make very "special" music, 
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Fibre "I Cried At The Fair" (Fibre Records 149 
Huntington St. Bk'In. NY 11231) The pix of Fibre 
have them wearing anonomous white masks, and lit 
miners helmets. Seeing their photo, and hearing this 
recording-an expcrimental mix of electronic stuff, 
varied percussions and more creating an ambient 
landscape-I'm not too sure what their masks say about 
identity, but I would bet dollars to donuts they put on 
some kind of that there performance art stuff when 
they play. Not much to go on, but if they were in 
town, I'd bite. 

Harvey Sid Fisher "Astrology Songs: A Song For Each Sign Of The Zodiac” (Amarillo Records) The 
best record of the year. I love it! Harvey really docs 
mystify with his accuracy! I listened to the song of 
my sign over and over! if you're fishing for 
ee ee ee 

Fodder #2 video zine ($10, 1507 N. Mit ; - Milwaukee #4 Poe TL 60626) I'm glad that Ste! Valalannis of Drag ng (local band) puts this video magazine out, yet as 

many underground video MAGAZINES Out th at the ingredients and get fodder if you like the ie 
From Hell To Breakfast by Blair Wilson mini 
comic ($1 Mise 45654 Seattle WA 98145-0654) compu-toons. Colorbli tia 
could really appreciate this. Orblind acid trippers 

Fudgetunnel “Complicated Futility OF Ignorance” elie Like moist and chewy fides sath Sera glass in it. 

Galaxy of Mailbox Whores * Ra herpes Holiday"(My Pal God) Though these 

Garbles zine (2 IRCs, Ros/ 5 New House Close Canterbury, Kent CT4 7BQ, UK) Ros' comics and Stones put those old Canterbury tales to shame. The parts are her monster drawings. Highly recommended, mate. 

Gas Huffer “One Inch Masters” (Epitath diesel rumble of Girl Trouble, Cee Sarde ° do it w/o getting too retro. Good punk, I guess you could say. There's also a pretty swell GH (noe General Hospital, which has a former Menudo as it's #1 hunk now, by the Way) comic out too. 

Girthero comic ($2.95, 4505 University Way N Box 536 Seattle, WA 98105) Megan Kelso ia 

Gnarf zine ($4 {it's befty}412 Press 1528 W. Mt Royal Ave. Apt. I Baltimore, MD 21217) The more Johny’'s books Bet to be like "real" zines (reviews, 

Dischord ad), the more fucked up and off kilter they 
get. I love it! Lots of "Dopey Moron" comix too! 

GOD "Anatomy of Addiction (Big Cat 1580 
Broadway ste. 900 NYC 10012) With a name like 
this, | was prepared to hate ""GOD"". Somehow 
they're allnght. Two saxes, double bass, 2 
percussionists and even more round out a 10 piece 
that is reminiscent of early SWANS. There were no 
songs here, though, and I can’t hear much of the above 
instrumentation over the voice, drums, samples. ['ll 
listen again. 

The Golden Touch “Hits The Sweet Spot" ep (Load 
POB 35 Providence, RI 02901) The cover art of a 
suburban teen groovin' in ecstasy to a record on the hi 
fi is printed and drawn so beautifully it's worth the 
record's price. But there is no way she's listening to 
this disc, ‘cause it's just not ecstasy inducing, though 
sony of the fucked up guitar sounds are happening. 

The Go-Nuts "Go Nuts With..." (Estrus Box 2125 Bellingham, WA 98227) Any masked <i} ole ditat cen folore band that combines Doug Clark and the Hot Nuts with ag ed and declares "Go nuts are (my) favorite and”...is. 

Gourmandizer zine($2, POB 582714 MPLS, MN 
55458) Food Rock & Roll, great recipes, 4 Star 
int'vws & ephemera and more food Rock & Roll. i's 
scrumpdelialishus! 

Guitar Wolf "Somethin Else” b/w "Red Rockabilly" (Bag of Hammers, POB 928 Seattle, WA 98111) AW00-0000000000-0000-000000-0000. 

Guttermouth “friendly people” (Nitro 7151 Warmer 
Ave. suite E-736 Huntington Beach, CA 92647) I 
very much enjoyed the actually guttermouthed short 
punk tunes here, best represented by this couplet from 
“Asshole*:'everyones an asshole/my moms an 
asshole/your a FUCKING asshole/and I'ma goddam 
asshole.’ 

the halo bit “gravity * “(spinART) If lead 
singer/guitarist Alex Kemp (also of Small Factory) 
were world famous, it would be for the pleasant 
sounding. if not exvactle oanuineina annnioh in his 



atop the music here. So if your into indie anguish, 
take a bite of the bit. 

Neil Hamburger “Looking for Laughs"(Amanillo) 
After Amarillo's “Great Phone Calls" LP I never 
thought I'd have the pleasure to host Neil Hamburger 
again. Crackin’ me up with great comedy on the A 
side, then givin’ me a rare glimpse into Neil's inner 
workings and his road life on the B side! A superb 
recording worth $50. 

Head Space zine ($3, POB 5195 Lynwood, WA 
98036)Good zine ‘cause it's about a whole bunch of 
stuff. Food, movies, zines, polygamy etc. Punk wio 
talking about punk. 

H P zine (trades only, c/o Steven Mescino- 
Neetec ary Box 28C Jacksonville, IL 62650-9347) 
If you get zines to ptck up unusual things do not pass 
up this puppy. Xeroxed, carboned and hand written 
by an Illinois inmate this contains networking 
addresses, sad and angry prisoner poetry and info on 
sources for wholesale Asian merchandise (mostly 
watches.) 

Hyphen magazine ($3.95, POB 516 Somonauk, IL 
60552) Slick looking art & lit mag that's very 
accessible and not all hoity toity. No doubt, a good 
read. 

IncogNEATo! zine ($1 POB 1481 Hoboken, NJ 
07030)Humor that's actually pretty funny (an 
accomplishment rarely achieved. See Saturday Night 
Live.) with lots of comic and clip art. 

Jack'O'Nuts “Piss Land" ep (Mind of a Child POB 
1586 Findlay, OH 45839-1586) Makeout music for 
sadists. Actually incudes an Algebra Suicide cover. 

anet Speaks French "in The Planet Janet” (7 
ae 4 Hardie Way Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004) Just 
having a mindboggiingly terrible band name doesn't 
necessarilf mean you suck, but in this case...let's just 
say that when Funkadelic and Man or Astroman? 
cover their records with space-age-comic-book-sci-fi- 
movie imagery their product lives up to the wrapping. 
In this case it only heightens the disappointment. 

Jar of Fook part one, graphic novel ($5.95, Penny 
Dreadful Press 104 14th Ave. East, ste. F Seattle, WA 
98112)The story of a down & out Houdini-wannabe 
who can pull a rabbit out of hat, but he can't pull his 
shit together. Graphically striking, with quiet, 
cinematic moments of real comic book innovation. 
It's jar-ring! 

The Jenerators s/t (Asil Records POB 790576 
Middle Village, NY 11379-0576) I'm not against TV 
people making records-in fact I love to see people 
express themselves while suffering from the 
disadvantage of fame and preconceptions. Even if the 
product isn't that great, if it's sincere I'll dig it, David 
Hasselthoff, coming to mind. However, the criteria 
I'd apply to Mr. Baywatch is not nearly as harsh as 
that which I have to apply to this band, featuring 
Bill(y) Mumy, of Lost In Space (the kid), Babylon 5 
and Twilight "Wish you into the comfield” Zone 
fame. He's not just a "Grown Up Child Star" (as he 
sings on this record) that I can accept clever lyriced 
Huey Lewis and The News sounding bar rock from. 
He recorded stellar Devo-esque recordings in the 70's 
and 80's as Barnes and Barnes ("Fishheads") and he 
could definitely jenerate better than this. 

Jigaboo Devil minicomic ($5, Random Thought 3523 
N. Lincoln Ave. Chi. IL. 60657) An interesting Ist 
chapter in an urban folktale about a Black innercity 
hero striking terror into the hearts of evil weanng a 
smiling jigaboo mask. Intriguing. 

Joan Jett and the Blackhearts, Lungfish, live 
Metro. Joan Jett and the Blackhearts “pure and 
simple" (Warmer Bros.) After a freaky Lungfish set 
climaxing in the Grizzly Adams-esque frontman 
blowing a plastic shofar, Jett took the stage and sent 
her legions of fans, (many of them females wearing 
classic Jett coifs) into rockin’ shock! She loves being 
on that stage and playing those tunes, she looks great 
doing it "Revolution" was written in magic marker 
on her red canvas lo-tops, she had a leather jacket and 
a lace-up cat suit and she had a "Kill Rock Stars" 
sticker on her guitar) and we love her for it. I hope 
she stays big enough to keep touring and small 
enough to play clubs for a while, ‘cause she is the 

queen! Also, her new LP (vinyt has 2 bonus rockers and deletes the ballads) is one of her best. She rocks hard as ever and her lyrics, thou gh still raw and simple, seem more intelligent than ever. 

Kashtin "Innu* (Tristar) Pop-fotk sung in their native Innu, and English that sounds pretty good whether it’s being Dylan-ish, Lobos-ish, Dire Straits-ish or 
Spaghetti Western-ish. If there's any justice Kashtin will cash in! 

KISS HELL zine ($3, 503 Willis, Noble, OK HELL . , Noble, OK 73 If you're bis up KISS, Hell yeah! If not, you'll oy Jones on the always striking KISS ima that's w reproduced here. Sell 

KISS-n-Times zine (c/o Christopher Stom anato 70 Limerick Ln 43D Schaumberg, IL 60193) Tons of ; drawings of KISS by Larry Blake, and the boy can 90 to work, but article wise, you'd have to be a real die hard to dig this KISS muss-ive. 

Sleepy LaBeef "Strange Things Happening 
(Rounder) A bout-time overdue release from the veteran juke joint rockaboogie pioneer. The Man 
Who Knows A Million Songs is a fine starting point for any Blues fan getting into Rockabilly. 
Suggestion: I know they wanted to capture a loose, spontaneous feel, but too many of these SONgS go on too long and wear out their welcome. Apart from 
that, a mighty fine set. 
MASK NOTE: Although he doesn't perform ina mask, Sleepy played a Swamp monster, in full get up, on the tv show “Kolchak, The Night Stalker", 

Little Green Men “Augustine Nights"(Labate POB 4246 Dunellen, NJ 08812) Catchy little Alterna-ditties that would be good behind a Sesame Street bit where pinballs or something moved around teaching 
numbers or something. 

Live Beat zine ($2, Y ael 3238 Lenape Dr. Drescher, 
PA 19025)D.LY. Grrl zine with tons of personality. It takes a long time to put a zine together, as evidenced 
by her references to both "The Next Karate 
Kid"(1994) movie and a review of Roctober 2 (1992)! 

Living Sacrifice "Inhabit" (R.E.X.) Okay, this fuckin’ 
Christian Death Metal has gone far enough. It's 
starting to get pretty good! I can't deny that the 
playing is quite fine, the songwriting competent and 
the prdduction/sound satisfying. How these Jesus 
lovin' Arkansasians can reconcile the pro- 
establishment “pro-life” Anti individual tendencies of 
their religion with a music dedicated to the 
destruction of exactly that I don't know. I'll probably 
keep their disc, though. 

Live With This: Adrift In America a film by Brad 
Vanderburg.(Reality Train Pictures) This indie 
documentary follows the band Popdefect around the 
country on their shitty tours where they drive for 
days, act like they're always depressed, peppering any 
humor with nihilistic sarcasm, play to minuscule 
crowds, drink, be poor and deal with van problems. 
Sometimes the film seemed too long and tedious, but 
I guess that's the point. Popdefect is a good band and 
I liked seeing them rock, but it's insane to follow them 
around under the camera's scrutiny 24-7 like they 
were Madonna "Truth or Dare’, and it couldn't have 
made the tour any easier. However the insanity pays 
off when the magic eye of the camera catches a few 
remarkable things: One is a crazed blind semi- 
retarded hick rattling off anatomical puns in machine 
gun fashion while his "caretaker" slowly leads him 
away, and the other is a chilling band meeting about 
whether to break up or not. If you get a chance to see 
it, do, but not right before you go on tour. 

Los Marauders “Every Song We Fuckin' Know" 
(Teen Beat, POB 3265 Arlington, VA 22203) Garage 
trash burning rubber out of Jowa of all places on Teen 
Beat of all labels. Toss that singer a Sucrets, will ya 
already? 

Man...or ASTRO-man? "Astro Launch" ep (Estrus) 
If you think the album "Ventures in Space” is out of 
this world, this will put you into orbit. 

The Masked Marauders s/t(Reprise) This late sixties rootsy (in a highbrow/lowbrow manner) LP wasn't actually by a masked band, but rather by a bunch of mustc cnucs masked by anonymity. No j3}0%0) Coe) dats band on the cover, which of course contains over the top liner notes, It's a pretty good listen. 

McRackins 4 song demo (call (604) 893 5669) 
Mysterious masked band made up of two egesanda 
chicken playing top notch power pop about non 
chicken/ege themes. Does the chicken play drums 
an his drumsticks? Get it! Seriously, this is egg- 
celent! 

Mighty Mighty Bosstones/KISS "Detroit Rock City” b/w "Detroit Rock City" (Mercury) This split 7” has the B-tones covering the Klassic adding a nice touch by substituting Gene Simmons’ voice on their answenng machine for the AM radio Snippet that traditionally precedes the song. Also nice: B-tones in te makeup and bands Swapping logo fonts on abel. 

Milwaukee Metalmania 94, day 1, Eagle Lodge 
auditorium. Death Metal rules! The well na 
Death acts that played downstairs slayed. The fab 
Gutted bros. kicked out their catchy hit "Bleed (for us to live)", Morpheus were so ugly they 
were beautiful, Incantation (what an awesome name, 
like the whole set is one long incantation) were 
moving, Afterlife was ok and Oppressor's Rambo- 
esque manly rock overjoyed us with it's blissful 
Stupidity. As far as the upstairs non Death bands, let 
me quote the Eagle Lodge motto: “If I can't speak 
well of an Eagle, I won't speak ill of him.” Abh, fuck 
it, those pigeons were no eagles. Love Sex Money, 
Peace Sanctuary, Black and Feck are four of the 
worst Metal names imaginable. You couldn't think of 
much worse, or be much worse. On the positive tip, 
Malevolent Creation and Morbid Angel (look out 
Slayer, these youngblood Satanists are gainin’ on ya!) 
were awesome. But the strongest praise must go to 
the best band at the fest: The awe inspiring Anal 
Cunt Some say these grind boys sold out by signing 
to a Metal label and being called A.C., but if it gets 
them into the doors of the biggest Metal Fest in 
Amenica, playing a lone guitar without concer for 
Specific notes and with a drummer who can't play the 
bass at the same time as the other drums and with a 
bloated short haired, armpit clutching "singer", more 
power to them! Long live the Cunt! 

Mish Mash comics ($2, POB 293 Brookline, MA 
02146) Seth Feinberg (famous for R&R Collector 
cards) has put together a brilliantly bitter book of 
exceptional cartoons, including a tale of Brazilian squirrel monkey Rock and Rollers that'll drive you 
bananas! Pick o' the ish! 

The Mortals “Coming Down" b/w “Stay Clean" (Homo Habilis POB 636 Auburn, AL 36831-0636) 
Good Garage rock-the wah wah guitar on "Coming Down" straight outta Redd Kross is a nice touch-but they were much better live. 

M.O.T.O. "Jacuzzi For The Dead" ep (Little Teddy recordings Schifferlstr. 1, 80687 Miinchen, 
Germany)I saw the MOTO man back up Nicholas 
Von R., the 5 yr. old punker, once. When the kid got sleepy and had to take a break MOTO played this single's lead track, "It Tastes Just Like A Milkshake”. Was it appropriate to play a song about a mouthful of semen with kindergartners around? Who can really say? But I can say this...It sounds Just like a Ait 
shake! 

Dave Myers & the Surftones “Hangin' Twenty!" 
(Del Fi) Del-Fi just reissued a bunch of surf stuff, including this early-60's album by Myers, a guy who patterned himself after Dick Dale. It's very 
unspectacular, which is a shame after 
hearing..."KF WB's Battle Of The Surf Bands!"(Del Fi) The two best songs on this compilation are by 
Myers, which brings to mind a bluesier Chet Atkins. While nothing else on this CD is as great, Myers cuts make it worth it. NOTE: When Surf acts record songs with the word "Soul" in the title (lie 2 here) or name themselves something like the Soul Kings (like one of 
the bands here), that usually means it's a standard Surf 
song w/horns all over it... 

My Own Cum masturba-zine ($1, 1573 N. 
Milwaukee #422, Chi. I! 60622) I started reading this 
but I went blind and had to stop. 



Naked Eye minicomic ($2 1333 W. Estes Apt. 16 
Chicago, IL 60626) S.A. Kings comics are best when 
they're about piss and Satanism and nastiness. But 
whose arent? Dude can draw. 

Neanderthals “Werewolf From Outer Space" b/w 
"Betty Lou's Got a New Tattoo” (C/O Spinout 
Records 4402 Sofer Ave. Nashvilie, TN 37204) 
Fantastic Rockabilly monster platter with novelty 
record type wolf sound effects. That's all I ever really 
ask for, and how rarely I get it. 

Neglect "End It” (We Bite America) This again? 
More “Groovecore" from Long Island. So 
homogeneous and tired that I'm at a loss for _ 
adjectives. This shit would have been bad ass in '89. 
Would be more interesting if they practiced less. 

Nice Hair zine ($1.50. Kim Bae 294 Churchill 
Northfield, IL 60093) Kim's take on suburban punk 
teensville is a great read thanks to her smartness, 
honesty and good photography. Also, once my editor 
met her, and she did indeed have nice hair. 

NOFX "Punk In Drublic” (Epitath) I guess they're the 
best at what they do. 

Nomads “I'm Out Of It" b/w "Fan Club" (Estrus) The 
good thing about the current crop of garage-punk 
records is that not only are they influenced by the 
classic 60's stuff, but by 70's punk and the right (for 
them) heavy metal (N.Y. Dollis, MCS, Dust, Iggy 
Pop). I hate to sound academic, but there's a whole 
punk continuum there, and the Nomads are on top of 
it. 

Nonpariels s/t(box 423 Prov. RI 02901-0423) Pop 
music for lovers. Standout: “See Saw”, with some 
great gal vocals. 

No Shoes, No Shirt, No Service punkzine ($1, 2427 
S. 58th Ct. Cicero, IL 60650) There's hope for 
Chicago's punk kids! 

Oasis *Definitely Maybe"(Epic) Instead of dismissing 
all major label bands my criteria is now, if the band 
believes that they're so huge and great that only a 
monolith like Sony could begin to contain them, then 
that's where they should be. These teasippin' MF's no 
doubt believe they are the “Rock and Roll Star"s they 
sing about, and more power to ‘em. Oasis is no 
mirage. (Use that line in your press kits, Epic, and get 
to work on that new Michael Jackson “History 
record, we can't wait much longer.) 

Out of Bounds zine ($3.50, POB 4809 Alexandria, 
VA 22303)Baffler-esque zine of cultural criticism 
crammed full of comix and reviews to sweeten the 
stew. Your "Bound" to dig it! 

Oblivians “Call The Shots” ep (Goner POB 40566 
Memphis, TN 38174-0566) Garage trash so shoddy 
it's Godly. 

Oblivians 10” ep (Sympathy) So pleasantly fucked up 
it borders on illness. 

Obscure Publications zine ($2, Jim Romenesko POB 
1334 Milwaukee, WI 53201) If you love zines, you'll 
love this zine about loving zines. Be in the know! 

Onespot Fringehead "Wish"b/w" Forefinger" 
(Merkin 310 E. Biddle St. Baltimore, MD 21202) 
Muddled, funky, sonic gumbo. 

Oswald Five-O “Heavy Shoes” b/w "Lovers 
Understand” (My Pal God) Some hip American indie 
kids playing music. 

Pansy Division “Jack U Off b/w “Strip U 
Down"(eMpTy) Horny gay sex punk-and I love it. 
The Prince cover (sorta) rocks harder than the more 
romantic flip. Well, it makes me harder, at least. 

Paragon Taxi “Beyond The Pale Walls" (Black 
Dwarf, 7401 Sunset Blvd. LA, CA 94046) A really 
wonderful new feel good record from the wonderful 
city of Angels! If you like Greg Kihn, late REO 
Speedwagon, and Eddie Money than you'll super-like 
P.T. Inspirational Rock piano with fun guit. solos! 
“Dreams Lovin" (yes D-R-E-A-M-S) is sure hit! A 
rainshower of shit. A castrated Warren Zevon. 

Liz Phair “Whip-Smart” (Matador) Oh Liz, how you 
Shock us. Seriously, though, she's just telling it like it 
is, 

Phantom Surfers "The Exciting Sounds Of Model 
Road Racing!" (Hobby Hut 535 Stevenson St. SF, CA 
94103) Not surf, not drag, but model slot car racing 
music! These masked merry makers prove you dont 
need gasoline to get high off fumes and that those 
little electric motors sure can rumble! 

Pink Pages zine ($2 c/o Joe Maynard 372 Fifth Ave. 
Bkin..NY 11215) Sex writings that made me feel 
filthy. All right! 

Pop O Pies "In Frisco” b/w "Squarehead" 
(Amarillo)More danceable then Paula Abdul. 

Rational Inquirer (free, 2050 W. 56 st. ste. 32-221 
Hialeah, Fl 33016) MRR style punk rock zine with 
the usual mix of interviews, reviews, int'l reports 
poems & writing. The variations off the MRR path 
(fiction, not hating Green Day for signing) are nice. 

Dave Rave "Pure Honey" b/w "She's On The 
Telephone” Just give me some of that Rock'n'Roll 
music, any ol’ way you choose it. Put Rave on, it’s a 
crazy feeling! 

Ripe "The Plastic Hassle (Beggar's Banquet) Overripe 
Australian guitar fruit. 

The Ripoffs "Make Up Your Mind” one sided single- 
what a ripoff! (Ripoff Records 581 Maple Ave San 
Bruno, CA 94006) It mps. 
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Rope Apple zine($1, 4302 King Fisher Houston, TX 
771035) | now know A.) Whitney from Houston (not 
Whitney Houston) is a virgin, B.)These kids love the 
Supersuckers and C). Peoples in TX. are crazy, but 
funny. 

Runaways *Born To Be Bad” (Manilyn POB 7112 
Burbank, CA) What is this, another Lo-Fi Olympia all 
girl cassette release? No suh, it's a color vinyl 10” 
release of 16 yr. old Joanie Jett and crew's 4th 
practice, or so Kim Fowley (whose swarmy voice is 
gloriously all over this) says. All I know is it sounds 
like shit...and I love it! 

Sarkoma “Integrity” (Red Light)If 1 was from 
Rockford, IL I would probably live in a house with 
my band and we'd play all the time and get quite tight 
but hopefully we wouldn't sound like Sarkoma. 
These 5 are good guitar chunksters in the 
Helmet/Prong/Grunge arena with good vocals and not 
bad songs, but dammit, if you don't sound different, 
why should I listen? 

Scam zine (send a swap, c/o Mark Allen 5101 
Montrose Blvd. Houston, TX 77006) Very funny and 
intelligent zine with rants about The Man and reviews 
of food, diseases, animals, booze And the like. the 
sparse illustrations and clippings make this really 
beautiful in a quiet, fucked way. 

Secret Asian Man zine ($2.50, POB 578855 Chi. IL 
60657-8855) It's Fun-o-Fensive®!! 

The Shadows of Knight "Dark Sides* (Rhino) 
Chicago's answer to the Yardbirds, recorded 1966-70. 
"Gloria" is the most famous song here, but “Bad Little 
Woman" and I'll make You Sorry", to name two, 
leave it in the dust. And “Someone Like Me" is so 
powerful, even a horn section couldn't fuck it up. 

Shang Shang Typhoon (TriStar) If you believe the 
Japanese really listen to the Osaka noise bands and 
the Garage, Punk and hardcore acts that come over 
here to tour all the time, you probably get confused 
when you hit a restaurant with Karaoke and see the 
songs all the non English speaking Asian Americans 
sing along too. Well this pop ts closer to that then any 
stuff you'll read about in Maximum Rocknroll. This 
shrilly sung, loungy, keyboardy hybrid of Japanese 
folk and cheesepop really swings. Available 
domestically, Jap-o-philes! 

The Shaven "Poison Wax" 45 (eMpTy) Enough 
rumble and big beat to, uh, make your backbone slip, 
I guess. 

Showcase Showdown "Chickens" ep (Tario 23 
Pomeroy St. Allston, MA 02134) Remember when 
punk was funny, with little punky pseudonyms for the 
band members and goofy vocals. Well these farm 
birds do too, but perhaps that is the method to reveal! 
the most profound messages. Ah yes, in the Kings 
court, only the Jester dare speak the truth. 

Sick Of It All “Scratch The Surface” (East West) If 
you love this type of NY style Hardcore (intense, 
humorless and intense) this is a pristine example and 
you shouldnt care that they've gone to a major, ‘cause 
this sounds the same as it ever was. And, yes, there is 
a song on it about the Asian kid in the SOIA shirt's 
shooting spree. 

Silencio Magazine ($1, 1346 W. 18 st. ste. 101 
Chicago, IL 60608) Fucking excellent, bilingual loca! 
Latino punk zine. The language of punk knows no 
boundanies. 

Simply Saucer “She's A Dog"/"I Can Change My 
Mind"(Pig)Simple and saucy late 70's style almost 
power pop that came out in...the late 70's. People, if 
you want to send me your old records to review, do it. 
I like a lotta that stuff better anyhow. 

Six Feet Deep “Struggle (R.E.X.)Metalic Hardcore 
with a pretty scary name and they're from Cleveland. 
‘nuff said. 

Skatenigs “What A Mangled Web We Leave" (Red 
Light) I'm tired of this flange on all the vocals. 
Drums must be triggered, their sound is too clean. 
Songs suck. Samples can't make this interesting. 
"Hard hitting” double bass/bar chord/tuff content with 
occasional strait Rock guitar solo puts me in a 
malaise. “Singer” talks through songs like he wants 
to rap which is nai! in coffin. This makes me think 
Ministry ain't so bad. 

Slack zine ($2.50, Small Time Press, 1225 College #5 
Boulder, CO 80302) A zine with big aspirations, it 
seems, which is good in regard to the high quality of 
most of the wniting, but is bad in how safe and clean 
this thing feels, even though the good articles are 
about pot, pornography and skeleton sex. 

Johnny "Hammond" Smith "The Stinger” (Prestige) 
This swinging ‘65 organ jazzer gets into the masked 
genre by illustrating the title cut on the cover with a 
superhero apparently of the same name. Or is thata 
Gil Kane drawing of Green Lantern colored in red? 

Oh, I get it, look at the credit: "Design/Pop Art Don 
Schlitten", 

~~ JITY MAMMOND SarTt 
THE STINGEF 

Snak Fud zine ($1, 89 Mass Ave Box 127 Boston. 
MA 02115) At first I thought it was pronounced 
“snake food", then I figured it was supposed to be 
"snack food", but however you pronounce it, I call it a 
winner! 

Soccer Rocks the Globe, UIC Pavilion. Before they 
knew they wouldn't make the World Cup, Brit TV set 
up this concert, but after the team failed they just half 
assed it. There was no promotion so The Scorpions, 
Fleetwood Mac (only Fleetwood & Mac are 
onginals), Eternal, Cesan, James (who 90% of the 
people were there to see, and who sang their 
excruciating Football hit "Goal Goal Goal Goal 
Goal"), YES (The archaic bizarre gnomes of Hobbit 
rock, who actually thought the teenage James fans 
who were going nuts for the tv cameras liked them.), 
Darryl Hall and Sounds of Blackness played to an 
arena with about 200 people in it, all bunched up to 
look like a crowd. Oh did I forget to mention they 
also had GARY GLITTER'S 1ST CHICAGO 
SHOW EVER! He was bloated as ever, with a 
pompadour afro, a metallic silver mirrorball outfit, 
platform creepers, blue feathers and was driven out on 
the back of a Harley by a Hell's Angel. His 7 man 
band (with two drum kts, and 2 Black backup singers 
with outlaw kerchiefs on their faces...as masks/). 

, and he was un fucking believable dome 



"Leader of a Gang” and “Rock & Roll part 1°. My 
hands hurt from clapping, I was drunk with 
excitement, it was one of the best sets ever. Whata 
fun act. Loved it! 

Speed Kills zine (($4, POB 14561 Chi, IL 60614) 
Thematically sound book combining musclecar 
culture and driving rocknroll. Fantastic Evel Knieval 
coverage by Wildgirl (see GoGorama film review) 
and good Garage Shock recap. Came with 
Superchunk 7* with silent B side. Liked the B better. 

Spew pseudo-zine (Free! What a deal!) It's a shoddy, 
punky, indie zine. The originals presented to the 
offset pnnter seem to have been wrought with sloppy 
cut and paste and goofy computer fucked with 
text...you can even see the xerox shadows! And 
look. ..they cut most of there title fonts out of the book 
that all zines cut them out of. But wait, all the band 
interviews seem to be of bands on the same label? A 
major at that. Why they're all on Atlantic. And the 
return address ts Atlantic Records, Rockefeller Plaza? 
Hmmmmm. 

Spiderman-A Rockomic (Buddha) Marvel did alot to 
broaden the appeal of comic books in the 60's and 
70's. The same long haired college kids who got 
blunted while listening to hard rock kept the comics 
empire alive. The two worlds finally met when 
Marvel and Buddha got together for a projected series 
of Rockomics, one of which-Spiderman-was released. 
It wasn't much different than the Rock Opera and 
concept LPs released around that time, and seriously- 
which would you rather have-a deaf, dumb and blind 
pinball wizard or the neurotic superhero loved by 
millions. Well, I guess history shows what most folks 
preferred, Marvel did another Rockomic called 
W SCad (oer reyatce) ares (Rolel @tultierel alu commermcelenad it bitea ico 
that with the Terry Cashman owned lifesong label in 
1975. As for Buddha, Neil Bogart, the label head, 
later founded Casablance records, one of the first 
artists in the stable was KISS, who in an interesting 
twist, had their own Marvel comic, but that's a whole 
‘nother thing. 

Spoiler *“Crashpad* (PCP/Matador)Not quite a 
“smash"pad, but not crash"bad”. 

Spoonfed, live Phyliss’, They're billed as the best 
band in the city, and though I can‘t verify that, I can 
say they never say die and they feed the audience 
well. I got to see the band memily play through 
setback after setback and I got two slices of apple pie 
and some candy. And an army toy. Jesus Lizard and 
R. Kelly can't touch that. 

Stereolab, live Metro. I reached the crowded main 
floor and it looked like a scene from "My So-Called 
Life" Tons of QIO1 kiddies with drinking wrist bands 
acquired with older brother's/sister's I.D.s they copped 
mixed with, since it was “critics choice” (only $7 
cover), regular shmoes and shmoettes who would 
have been much happier seeing "Da Crowes" or a 
Crowes tnbute band. Stereolab hit the stage and 

seemed as confused as I was as to why all those 
mooks were there. They did there velvet-y groove 
wi Astrud Gilberto-vocal thing very well and the 
French chick broke all young and bucks hearts (mine 
included) when she sang in her native tongue. They 
girl playing organ looked like she was twelve and 
seemed very nervous so she was cool and the the girl 
in the middle had the classic tea and crumpets English 
housewife look and her voice meshed incredibly well 
with Frenchie's. Ob yeah, and being European arty 
types everyone had bad posture, which is the way it 
should be! 

Stigmata A Go Go "It's All True” (Grass) ‘Stigmata’ I 
can see, but'Go Go’? I don't think so , boys. In fact I 
think I'll go exchange this for a Go Go's record... 

Sun City Girls "Midnight Cowboys From Ipenema” 
LP (Amanilo) Who has the gall to commit this 
preposterous drivel to vinyl?! Who is playing this shit 
anyway?! Why does it sound like it was mastered on 
an answering machine?! Oh. It's Gregg Turkington 
of the amazing Amarillo label with a new LP. It's a 
must have!!! 

Superfly comics ($3.50 Mike Hunt Comix POB 226 Bensenville, IL) If you don't know, Mike Diana is the 
big loser in Florida's quest to find a Ist amendment whipping boy. Being in the underground comux/punk community ts a lot more dangerous than being in the rap world it seems, because despite the advantage of 

being white, you just don't have the clout of major 
labels or important friends. See, Mike's nasty assed, 
comix depictions of gore, rape, senseless violence, 
dismemberment and more gore have rewarded him 
with being a suspect in a child murder case and an 
obscenity conviction, which cost him a ton of money, 
and he's not allowed around schools and other 
bullshit. Now these comix are nauseating, but they've 
got good graphics and actually some nice storytelling. 
Superfly. You're gonna make your fortune by and by. 

Ten Foot Pole "Rev" (Epitath) Some punk bands that 
are just brilliant and perfect despite (and because of) 
their rawness at their inception become pretty weak as 
they become “adults”. On the other hand, when 
Scared Straight started out, they were great in a way, 
but they really sucked. Part of the joy of teen bands 
like them was how bad and fun they were. It's rare for 
a band like that to stay together, but when they do, it's 
actually possible for them to get better instead of 
worse (unusual in punkdom) and S.S., now 10 Ft. 
Pole, actually have. This is far superior to their last 
release, and if you like the Cali Epitath band style, 
this is a good example. 

Thief & the Lyre zine ($1, c/o Laara Box 6261 
Daytone, Fl 32122) Beautiful looking punk assed cut 
and paste zine style zine with some smarts to it. 

Thinking Fellers Union Local 282 "Strangers From 
The Universe” (Matador) If they ever start playing 
some kind of pastoral, old timey baseball type game 
in outer space, and Ken Burns does an 18 & a half 
hour documentary about it, this could be the 
soundtrack. 

Thunderbird Theater video, Riverside Art Scene 
zine (see Skimask int'vw for info) Skimask's manic, 
sweaty materials burst at the seams with ideas that are 
dangerous...to The Man! 

Time Bomb zine ($1 POB 4964 Louisville, KY 
40204-0964) Their not fucking around here. 
Bombing, rape defense, spying on fundamentalists: 
It's not a zine, it's a manual of going off! 

Totfinder "sno-cones” ep (My Pal God) When these 
lo fi acoustic freaks find the tots, I don't want to know 
what they do to them. 

Trash Brats "Downtown Nowhere” ep(Crummy 
Stuff, POB 05387 Detroit, MI 48205)They look like 
the New York Dolls' Motley Crue-groupie sisters 
(huh) they sound surprisingly straightforward 90's 
nasal punk, but with that old Dolls type Rock and Roll 
guitar sound. Detroit Rock City! 

Tripwire zine (2 stamps, Campbell PSC#78 Box 
1298, APO AP 96326-1298) Good looking book with 
super interesting writing, a lot of it from Japan. You'd 
do good by yourself snagging it. 

Chris Twinning “Lovemaker’ ep (No Bra Records 
1838 Oakland #5 Milwaukee WI 53202) Acoustic 
Solo covers of Partridge Family, Conway Twitty and 
more, on color vinyl in a full color naked famous lady 
sleeve. The best thing out of Milwaukee since 
Laveme DiFazzio. 

Uh Oh! graphic novels ($6.95 @, Inner Circle 
Studios, 5621 Plymouth, Downers Grove, IL 60516) 
Exquisitely crafted, mathematically themed art books 
about Uh OH!, a super punk teen and his adventure 
cases. Includes bref, masked super nurse sequence. 

Unsane "Peel Sessions*(Matador)I like the loud, tight 
NY sounds of this band, but I liked how they sounded 
with the first drummer much better than with 
the“bouncier” new guy. The tracks with dude #1 on 
this are awesome and the tracks with dude #2 are 
good, but not as unsane in the membrane. 

Velvet Crush "Teenage Symphonies To God" 
(Creation) This is a good album. 
Velvet Crush, live Lounge Ax. Rock so solid it's 
stadiumesque. 

Von Ryan's Express "Ghetto Pose" b/w "Lucky 7” 
(Subpop) Music that would scare your grandma. 

Wandromedia Comics & Fiction (2617 3rd Ave. S, 
#6 MNPLS, MN 55408) Lots of fucked up monkey 
comics here. Need I say more? 

Johnny "Guitar" Watson "I Don't Want To Be Alone, Stranger" (Fantasy) 1975 LP of the Blues- 
Funk crossbreeding he was into at the time, 
recommended if you see it at a used record haunt, but 
the cover is half the story: in his shiny white Cadillac 
dressed as the Lone Ranger, with his Gibson by his 
side, his woman riding shotgun (dressed as Tonto), 
and a mouthful of gold open wide. 

“Were All Normal & We Want Our Freedom" 
(Alias) Some producers decide the time is write for a 
various artists tribute to Arthur Lee and Love, but 
every last cut on this to-do is weak as water & you're 
better off buying one of the original Love albums. 
Arthur Lee wrote or co-wrote 20 out of 21 songs on 
this platter but he's not getting paid one red cent for 
the whole project. Bullshit on bullshit-this deserves 
to die to death. 

Wildgirl's Go Go Rama a film by Addison Cook, 
featuring music by A-Bones, Ben Vaughn and Boom 
Box Barbie (Wild Motor Films 182 Dekalb Ave. #03 
Brooklyn, NY 11205) This fabulous independent film 
takes you to glittery but seedy Coney Island where 
once a year NY DJ Wildgirl stages Go Go Rama-an 
extravaganza of scantily clad women rockin’ out to 
Rock'n'Roll music. The participants each give their 
various, interesting, unpretentious (which is rare with 
talking head footage) perspectives on what Go Go 
dancing means to them. From it's b/w footage of 
Hullabaloo dancers in the 60's to the full color Go Go 
Rama recreations of that excitement, this film is full 
of good music, good dancing and fascinating insights 
into the rarely explored relationship between women 
and Rock'n'Roll. A must see!! 

Wild Rag! zine(S2 2207 W. Whittier Blvd. POB 
3302 Montebello, CA 90640) Fuck indie pop, this 
slick networking zine keeps it's bloodshot eyes on 
(among other things) intense Metal bands, including 
the Black Metal of Demonic Christ (pictured below). 
Give in, 

$4 — a fe 

Wipeout! zine ($4, POB 40566 Memphis, TN 38174- 
0566) They're all fried in Memphis, and this fine mag 
proves it. Anybody who likes the Rugby's 1969 
metal-punk hit "You, I" is jake with me. Some of the 
rekkid reviews ramble on and make no kind of point, 
but if you like Waymon's chicken scratch, it shouldn't 
be no problem... 

Why Can't I Be You! zine (stamps or plastic insects, 
Meg 12119 Trailridge Dr. Potomoc, MD 20854) She's 
15, an Indie Girl and she's clinically dissected Corey 
Feldman's sequel to a classic, “Rock and Roll High 
School Forever". If that doesn't grab you, you 
astound me. 

You Could Do Worse zine(3$, POB 74647 Ceder 
Rapids, LA 52407) No, [ couldn't. 

Hector Zazou "Sahara Blue" (Tristar) My CD player 
is more erudite just for playing this piece of pompous 
French encrustation. I wont say this 1s bad, ‘cause it's 
so damn “tasteful”. If you like Rimbaud (the Frog 
poet) and 94-traque superstar amalgams of 
intemational esoteric stars and French actors gritting 
their R's all over Laswell's Hip Hop loops and 
emasculated guitar samples, than Vive le Differance! 

Zen Mind chapbook ($5, BSBN Publishing POB 
7205 MPLS,MN 55407) C. Sakamoto's poignant 
Zen/bowling writings remind me of the Shaolin 
temple in the film “The Master Killers", only with 
bowling as one of the 36 chambers. 

Zon's zine ($1, Dreamtime Village, Rt. | Box 131 La 
Farge, WI 54639) Zon is a six year old who lives ina 
rural, experimental artists community, and it seems 
the atmosphere has really nurtured his art and zine 
powers. His drawings and writing are fantastic, 
especially his “infamous monsters of the future" and 
his bird who keeps saying “I am Christ, I am Christ, | 
am Christ". Zon's building a Spaceship, so write him 
before he blasts off. 



Here are some more bands who either didn't fit in 
the previous pages, or who don't quite wear masks, 
but still deserve mention for spiritual affinity to the 
masked set: 

Actor-A 70's outer space version of KISS, with 
jate makeup. 

Alien Sex Fiend-Nik Fiend, of this U.K. band 
whose music is described by fan Tom Basham as 
*somewhere's between your worst B-movie nightmae 
and Alice Cooper...a harmonious slaughtering of 

has his face covered with massive amounts of  ¢4 
Uhite paint with a gallon of black eyeliner, and he ate 
accentuates his thin-starved physique by outlining his 
ribcage with a red pastel, all for the "Zombified" look. & 

The Apemen-Beigian garage rockers hit the US 
this year by performing in ape masks at Garage Shock 
in Bellingham, WA. 

The Astronauts-Not to be confused with the 
vintage Surf group of the same name, the 
contemporary Astronauts explore similar garage 
galaxies, but these guys dress in space helmets and 
stuff. 

Big Boys-Frontman Biscuits often wore masks. 
Big Nozzo Bowling Alley Band-Giant 
puppet suited creatures playing rock and roll in 
Providence, RI circa late 80's. 

Big Stick -Industrial masked NY band. 
Don Bolles-The former Germ sported spooky 
makeup in his death-rock combo 45 Grave and his 
later Celebrity Skin and Nervous Gender. 

i -Fucked up Bay Area combo whos 
rao lah up nad ‘aki ing their faces jad 
heads look bloody and nasty and funny. 

John Cale-Ex-VU, Rock “artist” performed in a 
hockey mask, circa 75. 

Captain Sky-Chicago 70s funkster who dressed 
as a teery censors huge mask-like bejeweled 
sunglasses 

Caroliner(the name is often lengthened, Caroliner 
Rainbow Wheat Poison, for example)-Saper-asty 
combo going beyond costumes and masks with 
elaborate puppetry and performance ast and whatnot. 
Their records often include handmade covers and 
stuff. 

The Chimpanzees- new punk band that wears 
makeup and costumes to look like...chimpanzees! 

The Damned-Though the pallor that made 
vocalist Dave Vasion look like every Goth girls 
dreamboy may have been the result of makeup, it's 
source was his soul. 

Der Plan-Germany’s answer to the Residents. One 
costume has the band as armless, big puckered-lipped, 
giam worm puppets. 

Devil Bell Hippies-This Chicago area unit plays 
“music” that's closer to a soundtrack to a fistfight than 
anything else. They always dress up, and sometimes 
wear stupid Halloween masks. 

Devo-Though usually not exactly masked, the 
brilliant Ohio band's visual presence was always 
concemmed with identity, or non identity or lack of 
individual identity in the face of industrial, robotic 
culture.. 

Dickies-These punkboys could sometimes go 
through 10 masks, including the devil and Rat Fink, in 
a set. 

Drunk Injuns-Bay Area punkers with scary 
Indian and monster type masks. 

Fluid-(70s band, not the 80's punk band) Bald heads 
covered with gold paint. 

Flying Luttenbachers-The drummer, Weasel, 
of this punk jazz outfit was makeupped. 

Frankenstien and the All Star Monster 

Band- Around 1984 Kim Fowiey took advantage of 
is creepy good looks by releasing this bubblegum 

horror rock LP. Like The Monsters/Children of Night 
this band is also made up of famous monsters, this 
tume playing funky spooky dance music. 

Fuckface-This Milwaukee unit is visually and 
sonic-ly astounding with twin wailing guitarists (one 
sporting a Journcy haircut), a 60 LB girl bassist, 5 
mesmerizing, ass whooping drummers, four with full 
kits and one playing sheet metal and found objects, 
and a frontman in an iron mask beating extra 
Loa a on his face. Truly a powerful ancient 
ntuad. 

Genesis/Peter Gabriel-Mr. G has always been 
mito the highbrow “tribal” makeup thing. 
enttortuters-Bondage rockers with leather masks in 

mix. 

Green Jelly (were Green Jello, but Jello brand 
Bclatin sued): More palatable GWAR band. Don't 
onary Wear masks, but have monster-y elaborate 
breants. including a woman with giant eyeballs for 

Alien Sex Fiend 

Invisible Men-of course this lo-fi garage combo 
has to wear masks-their invisible underneath! 
Jodeci-Sporting a very unusual look for 
contemporary soul balladeers, they appear sometimes 
shirtless, showing tons of scary tattoos, carrying 
machetes and with bondage wear on, including a black 
leather mask. Ooohhh...romantic. 
Killing Joke-London's cerebral dance/thrash 
jokesters appeared on "Top of the Pops” with the 
keyboard player wearing a deep sea diver's helmet. 
King Archie-Hlinois based non Metal band that 
wore elaborate papier mache heads to compete in a 
Metal Battle of the Bands. One guy threw up in his 
head. 

Klark Kent-Police drummer Stewart Copeland 
released a few records as a masked Welsh looney 
under this name, sometimes wearing a kerchief outlaw 
style and sometimes in a plastic mask that looked like 
Morton Downey, jr.'s face.. 

Man In The Iron Mask-Before success on 
TV's "Starsky and Hutch" David Soul was a high 
concept masked lounge type singer. 
Manimals-Mid 80's band substituting animal themed 
makeup for KISS' designs. 

Man Or Astroman?-Super theatrical instro 
space rockers utilize much gimmickry, masks and 
helmets. 

Marrilion-Lead singer Fish wore makeup. 
Mayhem-(not the Black Mctal band) Though 
defirately not a mask, this Chicago speedmetal band , 
permanently banned from The Metro for hurling a 
flaming mannequin in the audience, deserves mention 
for the lead singer's costume which included 
something rubber attached to his chest which was 
supposed to look like his guts hanging out, but looked 
more like fake vomit. 

Moondog-The eccentric classical and Jazz 
composer/performer often wore spacey/wizardy 
outfits and helmets which combined with his 
Santa/homeless guy white beard for a chilling almost 
masklike effect. 

Napoleon IV-Jerry Samuels already made the 
Roctober “A* list by writing "The Shelter of Y our 
Arms" for Sammy Davis, Jr., but by wearing a mask 
while he toured with his ‘66 looney bin hit "They're 
Coming To Take Me Away (Ha Ha)” under this 
pseudonym he tattooed his way on to it. 
Pagliacci-The opera by Leoncavallo is about a 
clown, and is sometimes performed with the clown in 
makeup. The biggies, including Caruso (the first 
recording superstar) and Domingo havé played the big 
"Pp". 

The Phantom of the Opera-Film and 
eventual hit musical about a grotesque masked 
musical genius looking for love. 

Phantasm-Current Deathmetal band whose 
elaborate stageshow leaves club janitors scrubbing 
real animal blood and guts up for hours after masked 
surgeons of rock perform onstage operations. 
Serial Killers-Philly punk band that sang about 
serial killers, of course. They wore wrestling masks 
and/or splatter makeup. 

Skyhooks- Australian 70's band, “Australia’s 
hottest rock group” at one time in fact, had member(s) 
with painted face(s). 

Sun Ra-Though not usually masked Ra and his 
bands were dressed appropriately for their native 
Satum when they performed his innovative Jazz 
compositions. 

Troublefunk-The DC Go-Go band occasionally 
had the makeupped member pictured here. 

UZi-Cheesy 80's Chicago Metal band wearing 
phantom masks. 

Village People-Though they weren't masked, the 
great gay archetypes these disco megastars 
represented were personified with awesome costumes. 
The Wolfmen-Put out a split double 7" w. The 
Mummies, and are rumored to perform in wolf masks, 
but I never heard of them outside that single. 

Zorro and the Blue Footballs. popular 
club attraction in the Dallas/Ft. Worth area in the late 
70s, their frontman “Zorro” would appear on stage 
with black hat and mask, and almost nothing else. 
They described their music as “pormo rock", part C&W, part Vegas schmaltz, with “party record"(Doug 
Clark and the Hot Nuts, etc.) lacings. Possibly the 
idea to incorporate pom and the Zorro legend came 
a David Friedman's "The Erotic Adventures of 
Ofro”, 
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